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Sleep, emotions and pain are intimately connected,

physiologically, by their location and utilization of the

same brain centers and neurotransmitters. Sleep disturbances

have been clinically observed in chronic pain populations;

yet, no treatment program has formally addressed this aspect

of patient care. It is hypothesized that a pain population

(PN) will differ significantly from a non-injured workforce

(WF) when reviewing quantitative and qualitative sleep data.

This study strongly supports that sleep disturbances and

socioeconomic decrements exist in chronic pain patients.

Forty-seven variables were surveyed and 13 were found to show

significant differences between the groups and seven were

found to discriminate between the PN and WF groups at less

than the .0001 level. A discriminant analysis was performed

to determine the smallest model which could efficiently

classify cases, according to successive root variables. The

major discriminators are pain levels, medication, amount of

sleep obtained and number of awakenings.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Sleep is a phenomenon that has fascinated people for

centuries. It is one activity that every mammal is inexorably

drawn into, thus making it seem very important and

mysterious. Originally, it was believed that sleep was a

time when all activity ceased. However, during the past

century, researchers have discovered that conscious activity

does not cease; it simply shifts to a different plane. Most

researchers have explored variations of one or two hypotheses

about the "purpose" of sleep: 1) Sleep is a period of

restoration which allows the body to metabolically mend all

of the cellular and tissue damage caused by a waking period

of activity; and 2) Sleep is a useful, adaptive response

because it allows an animal to conserve energy during that

part of a 24 hour period that it is unable to hunt and/or

gather food. Carlson (1988) proposed that possibly sleep

evolved, initially as an adaptive energy-saver, and

subsequently the body began to use this period of rest to

mend damaged cells and restore homeostasis. He concluded

that, while the scientific community continues to unravel

some of the functions which accompany the characteristic

changes of consciousness found during sleep, no real

1
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"purpose" could be ascribed to sleep because our

understanding of sleep and its interaction with the

physiological, psychological and social mechanisms was really

only in its infancy.

Sleep researchers have been following the common

scientific practice of compiling descriptive findings and

piecing the data together into theorems and subsequent

laws. Thus far, researchers have been able to categorize

brain activity during sleep, to describe some of the

physiological centers and processes involved with arousal and

sleep and to explore the relationship with the body's innate

timing mechanisms, known as circadian rhythms.

Observations in the sleep labs have identified the

various stages of sleep and the accompanying brain activity

patterns. The major instruments that have been used in

measuring brain and body activity include: the

electroencephalograph (EEG), measuring brain electrical

activity; the electrooculograph (EOG),measuring eye movement;

and the electromyograph (EMG), measuring muscle tone.

Tracings from these instruments have been used to quantify

and qualify the stages of sleep. These measurements have

formed specific patterns for each stage of sleep (Bixler &

Vela-Bueno, 1987; Carlson, 1988).

Both non-Rapid Eye Movement (NREM) and Rapid Eye

Movement (REM) have been found to occur in rather precise
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sleep cycles. In a young adult, the sleep cycle began with a

brief period of stage 1, followed by stages 2,3 and 4, in

sequence. Then, the sleeper returned to stages 3 and 2,

respectively. The deeper the sleep stage was found to be,

the higher was the number assigned to that stage. This

sequence of four stages was considered the NREM phase of the

cycle and was followed by a phase of REM sleep (e.g. a period

of characteristic eye movements), thereby completing the

sleep cycle. This sleep cycle averaged about 90 minutes in

length and was repeated approximately four to six times a

night, depending on sleep duration. The early cycles

contained more slow wave sleep (SWS; e.g. stages 3-4) than

REM sleep. As the night progressed, the REM phase became

longer and SWS diminished, so that by the end of the sleeping

period, the person spent most of his or her time cycling

among stages 1,2 and REM. Other trends that increased as the

sleeping period wore on were: an increase in the vividness

of the dreams and an increase in the abruptness of awakening.

Total sleep time was delineated as follows: 20%-25% REM

sleep, 50%-60% stage 2 sleep, 10%-20% stages 3 and 4, and 5%-

10% stage 1. Finally, based on a nocturnal period of eight

hours, the first hour contained more wakefulness than the

other seven and the second and third hours contained the

least amount of wakefulness (Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987).
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Beta activity occurred when the subject was awake and

alert, while alpha activity occured when the person was awake

but resting quietly (see Table A-1; see Appendix A for any

Table with a prefix of A-, etc.). In the beginning, the

person was alert, the eyes were moving rapidly (REM) and

muscle tone was high. As the person began to relax, the

muscle tone dropped, the eyes slowed their movements, and the

brain began to show primarily alpha activity with some

irregular fast (IF) activity alternating [Stage 1]. At that

point, the person was sleeping soundly, but was easily

aroused and reported remaining awake. Gradually, alpha

activity disappeared and theta wave activity, occasional K-

complexes (K-C), (sharp wave reversals), and sleep spindles

(SS), (brief bursts of activity), appeared [Stage 2].

Eventually, the eyes moved slowly or would still altogether,

the muscle tonus dropped below wakeful levels and delta brain

waves predominated, resulting in EEG synchrony [Stage 3 &

Stage 4, or SWS], (see Table A-1).(Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987;

Carlson, 1988).

Stage 4 was considered the deepest level of sleep

because it was the most difficult stage from which to awaken

someone. Research on arousal from SWS had demonstrated that

more intense stimuli and usually more meaningful stimuli

(i.e. the person's name) were required to arouse the person

more easily. Upon awakening, this person usually showed
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mental confusion, poor coordination, automatic movements,

faint or slurred speech, and relative unresponsiveness to

additional stimuli . In addition, he or she may have

reported "static" dreams. These usually involved a

situation, rather than a story and often could be quite

frightening (i.e. being crushed, falling off a cliff, etc.).

Recovery to normal awake levels usually took ten to 15

minutes (Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987;Carlson, 1988).

Finally, the person cyclically entered the REM stage

where eye movements began to dart periodically, muscle tonus

underwent a profound reduction and brain activity suddenly

switched to beta activity, resulting in EEG desynchrony (see

Table A-1) . The person appeared to be mentally "alert," the

breathing and pulse quickened and became irregular, the eyes

moved rapidly; and yet the person's musculoskeletal system,

excluding the diaphragm, became immobilized (Bixler & Vela-

Bueno, 1987; Carlson, 1988; Ingbar & Gee, 1985). The

galvanic skin response (GSR) was reduced during this stage,

as well as in stage 2 sleep (Rotenberg, 1988). Arousability

research on REM sleep, indicated that a person was more

easily awakened and more quickly responsive to meaningful

stimuli. Upon awakening, the person was immediately lucid

and reported that he or she was dreaming; these dreams were

of the "narrative" form and quite vivid.
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The duration and distribution of time spent in the

various stages appeared to be a function of age. Infants

spent their days alternating between periods of sleep and

wakefulness. As the age of the child increased the duration

of wakefulness also increased. Older children and adults

usually no longer required naps in the afternoon. However,

throughout middle and older adulthood the need for a PM nap

returned. Infants also had a disproportionately high amount

of REM sleep (even more so in premature infants) which

steadily decreased to a constant rate of 20%-25% of total

sleep time. Meanwhile, SWS decreased more dramatically with

age; children spent 20%-25% of their sleep time in SWS, while

those in their 60's and older, rarely exhibited SWS.

Finally, the distribution of wakefulness notably changed in

the elderly, when compared with children and middle-aged

individuals. The elderly showed more wakefulness each hour

of the sleep period and also showed an earlier final

awakening. Thus, narrative dream activity was highest in

infancy and gradually dropped to a steady rate, while the

depth of sleep continued to lessen with age, to the point

that the elderly became light sleepers who rarely engaged in

SWS (Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987).

Many researchers have also been exploring the

physiological processes and neural centers which accompany

the sleep-wake cycle. Their work has shown general
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physiological processes which remained relatively quiet

during NREM, but which showed increased activity during REM.

These processes included: blood pressure, heart rate, core

and brain temperature, total oxygen consumption, neuronal

firing rate, blood flow to the brain, glucose metabolism,

gastric motility and/or secretion, and genitalia erection and

secretion. However, there was a dramatic loss of muscle

tonus in the trunk and limbs. The atonia (e.g. loss of

muscle tone) of the intercostal muscles (within the ribcage)

left the diaphragm as one of the few operational muscles in

the body; therefore abdominal breathing predominated (Bixler

& Vela-Bueno, 1987; Erman, 1987; Ingbar & Gee, 1985; Sassin &

Mitler, 1987).

Endocrine activity also fluxed with the sleep phases.

During REM, there was an increase in corticosteroid

production. These hormones were linked with sympathetic

nervous system activity and "fight or flight" arousal in the

body (Bixler.& Vela-Bueno, 1987; Guyton, 1989). During SWS,

a pronounced increase in growth hormone production occured.

Growth hormone, released almost exclusively during stage 4,

stimulated protein synthesis and tissue regeneration

(Bennett, 1989; Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987; Wu & Bunney,

1990). During the final hours of the sleeping period, an

increase in gonadotropins (prolactin, LH, FSH, testosterone,

etc.) also occured.
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Several neurotransmitters have been implicated in the

initiation and regulation of sleep and wakefulness.

Serotonergic fibers have been suggested to be important in

modulating sleep, specifically by inhibiting REM sleep

mechanisms, but apparently were not involved in directly

initiating or maintaining NREM. Acetylcholinergic (ACh)

neurons, in the pons, have been found to facilitate cortical

activation, and they have appeared to contribute to the REM

mechanisms of EEG desynchronization, muscle atonia and ponto-

geniculo-occipital (PGO) activity. The action of

norepinephrine appeared to inhibit REM activity and to

facilitate wakefulness. Apparently, the interaction of

serotonin, acetylcholine and catecholamine levels coincided

with the oscillation of REM and NREM. For example, as

serotonin increased and norepinephrine decreased, natural

sleep occured; conversely, as the brain switched to a REM

phase, corresponding decreases were observed in serotonin

levels (Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987; Dinner, 1982; Hendler,

1984; McCarley, 1980).

Various anatomical structures in the brain and brain

stem have been implicated in various phases of sleep. The

ascending reticular activating system (ARAS) may have been

responsible for wakefulness. The posterior hypothalamus was

found to be a possible waking center, while the anterior

hypothalamus may have acted as a sleep center. The basal
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forebrain also was suggested as a sleep center. The Raphe'

nuclei (RN) and other brain stem centers were considered

important in maintaining NREM sleep. Bremer (1977) suggested

that the RN cannot initiate sleep, but can influence it. The

locus corealis (L.C.) seemed to be connected with REM sleep.

Two hypnogenic centers, the basal forebrain (pre-optic

region) and the medulla (solitary tract and nucleus

reticularis) may have inhibited the ARAS and thereby

initiated sleep onset. The central pacemaker that controlled

the basic rest-activity cycle was located in the caudal pons

(Carlson, 1988; Dinner, 1982).

One final topic that sleep researchers explored was a

set of endogenous timing mechanisms, called circadian and

ultradian rhythms. Circadian referred to the 24 hour cycle

while ultradian referred to cycles shorter than 24 hours,

such as the 90 minute cycle. Chronobiologists have found

that all physiological and some psychological processes

follow cyclical circadian and ultradian patterns.

Physiological processes included: sleep-wakefulness, DNA

replication, body temperature, hunger, cellular metabolism,

etc. Some of these physical rhythms followed a 90 minute

cycle while others followed a 24 hour cycle. These

biological clocks maintained temporal specificity by

synchronizing with a light source (usually the light-dark

cycle of sunlight) and with ambient temperatures. If a
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person was placed in a sensory isolation setting, the rhythms

persisted and adjusted to a slightly longer cycle of 25

hours, demonstrating an endogenous pacemaker (Bixler & Vela-

Bueno, 1987; Carlson, 1988; Folkard, Marks, Minors &

Waterhouse, 1985). This adjustment of cycle and pattern was

referred to as entrainment and can result from either forced

of spontaneous desynchrony. It appeared that many body

functions have very specific entrainment capacities. For

example, temperature cycles had a very narrow entrainment

capacity of 22.3 -26.9 hours, while sleep-wake cycles had an

entrainment capacity of 12 to 65 hours (Folkard et al.,

1985).

Psychological functions have also been found to follow a

rhythmical pattern. Folkard et al. (1985) reported that

various performance measures (simple serial search speed,

working memory speed and immediate retention) followed a

rhythm which paralleled the temperature rhythm. Utilizing

these performance measures they found that as the demand on

memory capacity increased, the peak performance on any of the

cognitive tasks shifted to an earlier time in the day.

Furthermore, subjective alertness ratings did not correspond

with temperature, but rather with other physiological indices

such as catecholamine and adrenaline levels. Folkard et al.

(1985) concluded that the precise interaction of arousal,
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performance, and physiological patterns was acknowledged but

not completely understood.

Individual differences have also been found in the

various circadian rhythms. Based on consistent variations in

self-rated alertness, cognitive and physical performance, and

body temperature, different "types" of people have been

described. Morning (M) people tended to peak in cognitive

and physical performance during the morning and early

afternoon hours, while Evening (E) types peaked during late

afternoon, evening and night hours (Hdrmd, Ilmarinen &

Knauth, 1988).

When people were placed into a situation that did not

coincide with their normal circadian rhythms (e.g.

shiftwork), part of their rhythm, such as the sleep-wake

cycle, often was forced to desynchronize from the temperature

component, which created problems. For instance, Morris,

Lack & Dawson (1990) found that some types of insomnia have

corresponded to patterns of temperature cycle disruption.

They found that people whose temperatures remained high while

the sleep-wake cycle signals bedtime, were experiencing a

temperature phase-delay disruption, which created a longer

sleep onset latency, characteristic of sleep onset insomnia.

Likewise, other people had phase-advanced temperature

rhythms, which would signal an increase in body temperature

while the sleep segment of the cyclemwas only partially
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completed. These people were found to be suffering from

early morning awakening insomnia. Thus, important

physiological processes, such as sleep-wake mechanisms, were

governed by endogenous circadian mechanisms. Furthermore,

these mechanisms were vulnerable to environmental influences

such as temperature, light, body activity, meals and other

body cycles (Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987; Carlson, 1988; Morris

et al., 1990).

As researchers have gained a better understanding of

"normal" sleep, the parameters of "abnormal" or disrupted

sleep have begun to take shape. The phenomenon of disrupted

sleep has been common knowledge since biblical times (Smythe,

1989). Over the past several decades, more people have

sought help for their sleep disorders; unfortunately, due to

the lack of detailed data, it has been difficult to say

whether more people were experiencing sleep disorders or more

people were simply reporting sleep disorders. The increase

in health professionals' exposure to patients with sleep

disturbances has, however, made the symptoms and types of

disorders more readily definable. Several classification

systems have evolved to help health professionals with the

diagnosis and treatment of sleep disorders. Soldatos, Kales,

Tan & Kales (1987) concluded that one of the best systems

currently in use was the DSM III-R (See Appendix B). This

set of guidelines contained diagnostic classifications based
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on clinical experience and offered a multi-axial format.

This system, among others, has taken into account the

psychosocial circumstances of the patient.

Kales & Madow (1987) identified several issues that

needed consideration when diagnosing and treating a patient

with probable sleep disorder. They have found the patient's

level of distress to be intimately tied to the following

issues: psychological status prior to onset of sleep

difficulties, the presence of major stressful life events at

time of onset, current mental status (i.e. affect or mood,

preoccupation with symptoms, use of defense mechanisms,

etc.), the resultant impact on family and social life, and

the patient's emotional reaction to others' attitudes about

the sleep disruption. The degree of adjustment that the

patient demonstrated in these areas helped to determine the

severity of the sleep disorder. While the physiological

symptoms or mechanisms were present in most cases, these

psychosocial issues mediated the patient's response to the

symptoms and had the potential to exacerbate the symptoms.

Kales and Madow (1987) outlined the major categories of

sleep disorders as: insomnia, daytime somnolence or

hypersomnia, snoring and/or sleep apnea, parasomnias

(enuresis, nightmares, night terrors and sleepwalking),

nocturnal myoclonus and narcolepsy. The epidemiology of

sleep disorders has been studied in several countries by only
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a few researchers. Lugaresi, Zucconi and Bixler (1987)

reviewed an extensive Italian study as well as some more

recent survey data and described some demographic information

(see Table A-2).

Insomnia in women was found more often in housewives,

manual workers and the self-employed, when compared to

clerical workers. In men, insomnia was found in all

professions. All insomniacs reported more domestic and work

problems compared to those people with healthier sleep

patterns Insomniacs also reported more physical and mental

health problems (i.e. hospitalizations, heart disease,

chronic pain, depression, tension, anxiety and suicidal

thoughts) than those so-called "good sleepers" (Pawlicki &

Heitkemper, 1985).

Hypersomnia was found most often in teens, insomniacs

who habitually used hypnotics, and sleep apnea subjects.

Sleep needs increased for a few years beginning in the late

teens (e.g. 16 to 18 yrs.) . Lugaresi et al. (1987) suggested

that perhaps more teens experienced this disorder because of

the rapid hormonal fluxes and changes in social lifestyle,

which occur during this developmental stage. With

insomniacs, the use of hypnotics reduces the quality of

sleep, thereby contributing to more daytime sleepiness

(Leigh, Bird, Hindmarch & Wright,1989). Likewise, sleep

apneics experienced fragmented sleep, caused by 02
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disruption, which left them feeling fatigued and sleepy each

morning (Manfredi & Cadieux, 1987).

Obstructive sleep apnea was found more often in males

who had hypertension and who were overweight. People

reporting parasomnias cited more problems with family and

psychological distress. People reporting nightmares, night

terrors and sleepwalking also demonstrated more mental health

problems.

Lugaresi et al. (1987) stated some general relationships

based on the epidemiological data. As the number of health

problems (medical and emotional disorders) increased, so did

the severity of sleep disturbance. It was difficult to say

whether causality existed, and in which direction the cause

and effect relationship operated, or whether the two factors

in each correlation were actually mediated by a third,

unknown variable.

Insomnia was described with the following

characteristics: complaint of difficulty falling or staying

asleep or awakening too early; onset occurring at any age;

relatively high levels of psychopathology present; irregular

schedules and activity levels or napping, especially in

elderly patients (Kales & Madow, 1987). Insomnia was

clinically defined as a discrepancy between the number of

hours slept and the individuals perception of an adequate

amount and/or quality of sleep (Pawlicki & Heitkemper, 1985).
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The insomniacs' mood at bedtime was often found to be

tense, anxious and ruminating. Often he or she dwelt on

troublesome issues, personal problems, work, health, death

and lack of sleep. This emotional and cognitive arousal

resulted in sympathetic nervous system arousal, which was

characterized by increases in heart rate, muscle tension,

temperature and peripheral vasoconstriction. This

physiological state was directly counterproductive to

relaxation and sleep (Borysenko, 1987). Consequently, the

insomniac was "hungover" the following morning; he or she

felt groggy, sleepy, physically and mentally tired,

depressed, worried, tense, anxious and irritable. This

anxiety and tension could snowball into feelings of

loneliness, helplessness, hopelessness, low self-confidence

and fear (Borysenko,1987; Kales & Kales, 1987).

Insomnia had been found to occur with both transient and

chronic stressful situations. Transient sources of stress

included: life changes (i.e. marriage, new job, etc.), "jet

lag", and medical conditions with their accompanying pain,

discomfort, anxiety and depression. Chronic stressors were

usually persistent medical conditions or chronic

psychological disorders, such as anxiety, obsessive-

compulsion, neurotic depression, suppressed anger and

hostility. In fact, 80% of patients with sleep disturbance

obtained an elevated score on at least one scale of the
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Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) (Kales &

Kales,1987). Chronic insomniacs tended to handle stress and

conflicts by internalizing emotions. This internalizing

process created emotional arousal which was then reflected by

physiological arousal which in turn caused disturbances in

the sleep-wake cycle. Finally, chronic insomniacs had the

additional concerns of impaired work performance, repeated

absenteeism and/or tardiness and difficulty with

interpersonal relationships; all were due to physiological

arousal and fatigue from non-restorative sleep (Kales &

Kales, 1987).

The major parasomnias were sleepwalking, night terrors

and nightmares. Enuresis, while considered a parasomnia, was

primarily a childhood disorder with a diverse etiology and

therefore was excluded from the present discussion.

Sleepwalking and night terrors were both disturbances of the

SWS stage of sleep. Episodes usually occured early in the

night and did not last much longer than ten minutes. There

was often confusion upon awakening and minimal recall of the

event. These patients usually had a family history of

parasomnias. During a sleepwalking episode, the person

usually appeared to be expressionless, clumsy, indifferent to

environmental stimuli, and capable of only basic maneuvering

skills (Kales & Madow, 1987; Vela-Bueno, Soldatos & Julius,

1987). The major characteristics of night terrors were
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described as an extreme fear and panic and sympathetic

nervous system hyperarousal with vocalizations and increased

motility. Some night terror episodes involved the patient

actually leaving the bed, while others did not. In cases

where the person became mobile, he or she was clumsy and was

much less likely to walk out of the home when compared to

sleepwalkers.

Several factors have been tied to sleepwalking and night

terrors. Often these disorders were found to be triggered by

significant stressful events and/or febrile illnesses or

other organic disorders. Sleepwalking has been found to

occur with a higher frequency in people with personality

disorders characterized by explosive, impulsive, antisocial

and hypomanic qualities (Vela-Buenos et al., 1987). Also,

when onset of night terrors occured in adulthood, they almost

always coincided with MMPI scale elevations (Vela-Bueno et

al, 1987). However, the exact relationship between specific

personality disturbances and sleep disorders remained unclear

(Carlson, 1988).

Nightmares were described as a disruption of the REM

state of sleep. Episodes usually occurred later in the night

and triggered full awakenings. Dream recall was often vivid

and detailed. The content usually had recurrent themes and

often contained personal fears, anxieties. Because of this,

insomnia often accompanied this disorder. Onset could occur
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at any age. Usually stressful life events and/or

psychopathology were present at onset (Kales & Madow, 1987).

Nightmares in children have often been linked with

maturational anxiety or febrile illness. Nightmares in

adulthood have been shown to indicate psychopathology or drug

withdrawal. Personal attributes associated with chronic

nightmares included: feelings of or tendencies toward

distrust, alienation, oversensitivity and overreaction. One

hypothesis suggested that nightmares are a release for those

who harbor resentment but fear hostility from others (Vela-

Bueno et al., 1987).

Narcolepsy was believed to be a REM mechanisms

disruption. Episodes, lasting from a few seconds to 30

minutes, were described as irresistible sleep attacks during

the wake phase; they usually were triggered by sedentary and

monotonous activity. The prevalence of this disease was only

0.5% in adults (Manfredi & Cadieux, 1987).

Sleep apnea was one of the more serious sleep disorders

in that physiological consequences could become

accumulatively dangerous. There were various clinical

definitions of sleep apnea, such as: no respiration for ten

second intervals, 30 times/night; or 02 desaturation; or

daytime sleep attacks, plus nighttime snoring, gasping,

snorting, excessive body movements, diaphoresis or cool and

clammy skin, and morning headaches. Additional clinical
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manifestations included: decreased libido, excessive

noctural sweating, obesity, hypertension and cognitive

impairment (e.g. reduced memory, perceptual distortions and

poor judgement), and sudden emotionality (Ingbar & Gee,

1985). Medical conditions that exacerbated the apneic

syndrome were: hypothyroidism, anatomical abnormalities in

upper airway, dysfunctional neural reflexes, humoral and

metabolic imbalances (e.g. temperature, thyroid hormones and

brain peptides), alcohol ingestion and sleep deprivation.

Apneics experienced considerable cognitive and psychological

distress, in the form of social, vocational, and emotional

impairment (Ingbar & Gee, 1985; Manfredi & Cadieux, 1987;

Sassin et al., 1987) . These patients tended to experience

chronic headache pain and were involved in more accidents.

Prevention of 02 ventilation was either caused by upper

airway occlusion with normal inspiratory effort (Obstructive

Apnea), or inactive respiratory muscles (Central Apnea) or a

mixture of the two. Apneic periods were shorter in NREM.

However, apnea patients -spent 50% of their sleep in apneic

episodes (e.g. without 02 ventilation) . Obstructive apneics

tended to show daytime hypersomnolence, while central apneics

tended to have interrupted sleep and frequent awakenings

(maintenance insomnia) . Besides the psychosocial

consequences of apnea, several serious health consequences

existed: hypoxemia (a low blood concentration of 02),
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arterial and systemic hypertension, arrhythmias and right

atrial heart failure. With treatment, the survival rate

lengthened to five or more years (Ingbar & Gee, 1985).

Another physiologically related sleep disorder was

nocturnal myoclonus. The patient is usually awakened, from a

NREM, SWS by aching discomfort in calves and/or restlessness

of legs and involuntary urges to rhythmically move the legs.

This episode typically lasts about half an hour (Moldofsky,

Tullis, Lue, Quance & Davidson, 1984). If episodes became a

nightly recurrence, the patient developed insomnia,

irritability and depression. Myoclonus was found to be

related to lumbo-sacral degeneration and/or interruption of

neural arches and congestive heart failure (CHF) mechanisms.

LaBan, Viola, Femminineo and Taylor (1990) concluded that

some mechanism, underlying CHF, not only responded to

cardiotropic medication but also mediated myoclonus.

The clinical observation that chronic pain patients

experience sleep disturbance is a common one. In fact,

Smythe (1989) observed that "the association of disturbed

sleep, deep pain, and exhaustion are described with unequaled

eloquence in biblical passages... .in the lives of many

biblical and historical figures (p.2). Chronic pain,

physical discomfort or breathing difficulties along with

accompanying emotional and behavioral changes, have been

inextricably bound with the emotional and physical "baggage"
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of sleep disturbance (Lugaresi, Zucconi & Bixler, 1987; Lacks

& Rotert, 1986). However, even with ample clinical evidence,

many chronic pain programs have overlooked the importance and

mediational significance of sleep disturbance, both

assessment and alleviation, as part of the treatment plan

(Pilowsky, Crettenden & Townley, 1985).

The phenomena of pain, emotions, sleep disruption, and

behavior overlap and inter-relate in various ways. At the

physiological level, these four shared related neural

structures and neurotransmitter mechanisms. Pain was perhaps

best understood as a complex and subjective sensory and

emotional experience that involved potential or actual tissue

damage (Pelz & Merskey, 1982). Carlson (1988) asserted that

"pain [could] be modified by opiates, by hypnosis, by the

administration of [placebos], by emotions, and by

other... stimulation, such as acupuncture (p. 191). Various

fiber tracks (C fibers) conveyed pain messages to the brain.

The human body was found to contain an endogenous opiate

system that "plugged" into the periaqueductal grey matter

(PGM) in the midbrain. Neural messages were then relayed to

the RN, down the dorsolateral column of the spinal cord, into

the dorsal horn where interneurons blocked the afferent pain

fibers leading to the brain (Carlson, 1989). Thus, the pain-

blocking opiate system crossed through the RN, which was

implicated in the maintenance of NREM restorative sleep.
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Several situations have been described which mediate the

perception of pain. During aggressive or defensive

responses, sympathoactivation occured, which subsequently

resulted in depression of sensory responsiveness by

stimulating the PGM mechanism and by reducing activity of

afferent pain C fibers (Carlson, 1988; Lovick, 1989) . When

normal nerve roots were presensitized by inflammation or

nerve and tissue damage, they became supersensitive to the

slightest irritation. In this situation, which was the

typical chronic back pain circumstance, sympathoactivation

aggravated the C fibers, enhancing the pain messages being

sent to the brain (LaBan et al., 1990; Lovick, 1989). The

limbic system, which controlled emotions and sleep, also

controlled the autonomic nervous system, and specifically the

sympathetic nervous system. Thus, two anatomical structures

which were related to all three phenomena of pain, emotions

and sleep, were the RN and the limbic system.

The central nervous system (CNS) also relied on numerous

neurotransmitters, which overlapped in their influence.

Thirty percent of CNS cortical neurons used GABA, another 10%

of CNS limbic neurons used ACh and 2-5% of CNS neurons

responded to biogenic amines (e.g. norepinephrine, dopamine,

serotonin, etc.). In fact, the limbic system predominantly

(90%) relied on these biogenic amines, which have been shown

to mediate pain and emotional perception (Hendler, 1984).
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Serotonin has been found to be associated with certain types

of depression and the perception of pain (Pelz & Merskey,

1982). Thus, several neurotransmitters, that are

concurrently linked with pain perception, emotional

responses, and sleep-wake regulation have been described:

norepinephrine, serotonin, and ACh. Wu and Bunney (1990)

went on to hypothesize that the sleep/wake cycle mechanisms

modulated emotions, possibly through a depressogenic process

or a substance produced during sleep and metabolized during

wakefulness. Another sign of the relationship between pain

and depression mechanisms was the finding that tricyclics

have been successful in treating depression and pain in the

same patient (Pelz & Merskey, 1982) . One additional

physiological relationship existed between sleep-waking brain

centers and immune system components. Nonlymphocytic

cytokines have been shown to possess sleep promoting

properties, while muramyl peptides were immunoactive and

intimately linked with the serotonin system. Interleukin-1

(IL-1), which was a lymphocyte mediator, promoted SWS in

animals and IL-1 activity took place during sleep, which

corresponded with body temperature increase and cortisol

decline. Genetic recombinant interferon and IL-2 were found

to increase fatigue, diffuse myalgia and sleep difficulties

(Moldofsky, 1989) .
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The relationship between pain, emotions, sleep and

related behaviors was also apparent in the psychosocial

consequences of each of these areas. Saskin, Moldofsky and

Lue (1980) found that patients in pain complained of chronic

fatigue, non-restorative sleep, musculoskeletal pain and

localized tenderness. Interestingly, subjects who had been

in emotionally distressing, but not physically injurious car

accidents, reported the same symptoms. Both types of people

also showed elevated scores on somatization, obsessive-

compulsive and depression scales. Another interesting

similarity in these groups was the discovery of an alpha wave

EEG anomaly occurring during SWS (Moldofsky, 1989; Scudds,

Trachsel, Luckhurst & Percy, 1989; Smythe, 1989). This

anomaly was found, naturally occurring in fibrositis

syndrome, but also could be simulated in healthy adults by

chronically disrupting SWS and in patients recovering from

prolonged febrile illness. Significantly, in all three

situations, the occurrence of the sleep anomaly coincided

with fibrositis symptoms of generalized musculoskeletal pain,

chronic fatigue, localized tenderness, etc.

Significant relationships were found between the non-

restorative sleep syndrome with SWS disruption and emotional

disturbances (e.g. anxiety, depression, obsessiveness-

compulsion, irritability and frustration). SWS disruption

could be caused by environmental factors (excessive, sudden
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noises) and other sleep disturbances (sleep apnea, nocturnal

myoclonus, etc.). Also, circadian disruptions could alter

normal sleep cycles, thereby contributing to non-restorative

sleep (Scudds, et al., 1989). Finally, emotional states

could modify SWS architecture; anxiety tended to cause

frequent awakenings and shortage of SWS (Moldofsky, 1989;

Rotenberg, 1988). Most commonly, these emotional states and

the alpha-EEG anomaly created insomnia, either the initiative

or maintenance variety, for these patients (Moldofsky, 1989).

While there was certainly physiological and psychosocial

evidence of the inter-relatedness of pain, emotions, sleep

and behaviors, the exact nature of any causal relationships

has remained uncertain. Even without an understanding of the

actual causes, it has been apparent that every pain

experience must be considered in the emotional and behavioral

context in which it occurred. Because these areas were

believed to be intimately linked through neuroanatomy and

neurochemistry.

Regardless of which aspect occurred first, many chronic

pain patients have been faced with a very complex situation.

How that patient responded to pain was mediated by emotional,

cognitive and motivational interpretations. (Kinsman, Dirks,

Wunder, Carbaugh & Stieg, 1989; Philips & Jahanshahi, 1985).

Mood disturbances often accompanied chronic pain, usually in

the forms of anxiety, tension, depression, aggression and
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skepticism (Dorrepaal, Aaronson, Frits & van Dam, 1989;

Skevington, 1983)

The depression, which accompanied chronic pain, should

not be interpreted within the traditional guidelines of

psychological evaluation. While many of the symptoms of

primary depression and depression secondary to pain may have

overlapped, this patient often had underlying pain physiology

which was interacting with emotional physiology. The chronic

pain patient had very real limitations and losses related to

lifestyle and personal comfort which probably accounted for

many of the depressive symptoms (Philips & Jahanshahi, 1985).

In fact, Hendler (1984) described a set of stages for

adaptation to pain which he compared to Kubler-Ross' stages

of grief. The Acute phase lasted 0-2 months from the onset

of pain, and the patient held normal expectations of complete

recovery; thus spirits were relatively stable. In the

Subacute stage (2-6 months) "hypochondriacal" concerns

appeared; however, this may be justified because now, the

patient was truly feeling that he or she had more bodily

pains as personal recovery had not followed his or her

expectations. From this point on, the pain was considered

part of a Chronic phase (6 months-8 years) where the patient

developed marked depression brought on by the realization

that pain was permanent. It was here that the full-blown

depressive symptoms usually appeared: sleep and appetitive
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disturbance, loss of self-esteem, guilt, increased thoughts

of suicide, sexual dysfunction and decreased help-seeking

behaviors. Finally, in the Subchronic phase (3-12 years),

the patient became reconciled to the constant presence of

pain and began to readjust to the situation. These trends in

pain adjustment have also been noted in other chronic pain

populations (Philips & Jahanshahi, 1985).

In addition to this "emotional roller coaster" the

patient also responded to the pain based on his or her

cognitive problem-solving and coping skills, which may or may

not have preexisted the condition at an adequate level, but

would almost certainly suffer once the pain, emotion, sleep

and behavior interaction took hold (Kales & Kales, 1987).

Cognitive behaviors, such as catastrophizing or imagining the

worst possible scenarios for a situation, led to sympathetic

arousal, which exacerbated the pain, emotion, sleep and

behavior situation (Borysenko, 1987).

Pain could also be mediated by the patient's

motivational response. In some cases, the patient may have

tolerated pain better because he or she acquired secondary

gain by being injured (i.e. increased attention, increased

rest, escape from unpleasant work environment and monetary

compensation) while others may not find any purpose or

benefit from the injury.(Kinsman, et al., 1989; Philips &

Jahanshahi, 1985).
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By this point, the patient's situation often became

inextricably complicated because his or her emotional,

cognitive and motivational responses to pain had created a

coping style which was either maladaptive or adaptive to the

myriad of physical and psychosocial stressors facing the

patient. If the response was maladaptive, and increased the

physical and psychological stressload of the individual,

serious pain-mediating problems ensued. If stress increased

without an adaptive release valve, the sympathetic nervous

system became chronically aroused. As previously discussed,

sympathetic arousal sensitized already irritated nerve roots

and amplified C fiber pain relays, thereby lowering pain

thresholds (Dorrepaal, et al., 1989; LaBan, et al., 1990;

Lovick, 1989). The heightened levels of pain then

exacerbated emotional, cognitive and motivational responses

to that pain. As the duration of pain increased, pain levels

increased and the patient began to perceive himself or

herself to be in poor mental and physical health (Skevington,

1983).

Often, the patient turned to pain and anti-inflammatory

medications to relieve the overwhelming specter of pain.

Unfortunately, higher medication levels have been shown to

increase pain levels, rather than decrease them, usually by

disrupting the normal mechanism of the endogenous opiate

system. Medications ranging from simple aspirin to morphine
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have caused additional side-effects such as lethargy,

fragmented sleep and physical and psychological addiction.

(Carlson, 1988; Leigh et al., 1989; Menges, 1983).

As this maladaptive coping style persisted, the patient

often developed concurrent maladaptive "pain" behaviors.

Examples included: bracing and postural rigidity; eating,

reading, and/or watching TV in bed; excessive resting and/or

relaxation attempts; excessive dependency or independence;

poor compliance; and overreliance on medications (Kinsman, et

al., 1989; Linton, Bradley, Jensen, Spangfort & Sundell,

1989; Morin, Kowatch & Wade, 1989; Philips & Jahanshahi,

1985). These behaviors, in turn, contributed to increased

social withdrawal and isolation, pain avoidance behavior,

possibly increased drug abuse and a psychologically narrowed

focus on the pain experience. These patterns of inactivity

and withdrawal led to increasing physical debilitation,

functional limitations and possible increases in other

medical complaints (e.g. heart disease) and decreases in

marital satisfaction. (Dorrepaal, et al., 1989; Linton, et

al., 1989). A vicious cycle was created that exacerbated

disturbances in pain, emotion, sleep and behavior and trapped

the patient in a web of helplessness (Linton et al., 1989).

The common thread running throughout this maladaptive

cycle was sleep disruption. With increased pain levels and

emotional distress, the limbic system was engaged and
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sympathoactivation took place. The resultant physiological

arousal and high levels of "stress" hormones made sleep

initiation and maintenance extremely difficult. The pain

behaviors were extremely counterproductive and tended to

fragment rather than augment sleep (Morin, et al., 1989).

Medical conditions (e.g. chronic pain, hypertension, etc.)

and inactivity may have created other sleep disturbances

(e.g. sleep apnea, myoclonus) which in turn would disrupt

SWS, leading to non-restorative sleep and tenderness, fatigue

and pain.

Lacks and Rotert (1986) described the concept of "sleep

hygiene" which referred to a set of voluntary behaviors or

factors which could either enhance or complicate sleep

effectiveness. Many of these factors led to physical and/or

cognitive arousal: environmental extremes, exercise too

close to bedtime, hunger, attitude about ability or inability

to sleep, circadian desynchrony (resulting from sleep

schedule changes) and CNS stimulants and/or depressants

(nicotine, alcohol, caffeine, hypnotics). Many of the same

factors, along with others, had the tendency to fragment

sleep: hypnogenic medication, aspirin, worry, one's

bedpartner's habits and circadian temperature phase

disruptions, which were vulnerable to preceding behaviors

(e.g. exercise) (Leigh, et al., 1989; Roth, Roehrs, & Zorick,

1982). Lacks and Rotert (1986) found that while insomniacs
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knew more about sleep hygiene than good sleepers, they

practiced it less often.

Hauri and Linde (1990) suggested a few actions that can

immediately improve sleep. These suggestions included:

limiting alcohol consumption, eliminating smoking, and

restricting sleep medication. They point out symptoms

associated with alcohol, nicotine and hypnogenic drug intake,

which can delay and/or fragment sleep. For instance, chronic

alcoholic patients were found to have very little SWS sleep,

reduced REM, fragmented and/or shallow sleep, increased time

spent in bed, and disruptive sleep-wake rhythms. Sympathetic

arousal has been associated with nicotine intake,

characterized by symptoms such as: increased blood pressure,

arrhythmia of the heart, and stimulated beta brain wave

activity. Finally, Hauri and Linde (1990) cited several

problems associated with the use of hypnogenic medication.

They pointed out that many medications had extensive half-

lives that can give residual hangover effects of fatigue,

achiness and insomnia on subsequent nights. They also

reiterated that sleep medication can be habit forming, have

serious side-effects when mixed with other medications and

can increase the probability of accidents due to slowed

mental processes. These consequences were particularly

threatening to chronic pain patients because they often had

taken other medications, tended to form concurrent addictions
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to pain medication and could have increased their injuries if

they had been involved with additional accidents.

Pilowsky, Crettenden and Townley (1985) conducted a

sleep study on a chronic pain population. They also found

the pattern of pain, emotion, sleep disruption, and behavior

previously described. Pain patients who were poor sleepers,

when compared with pain patients who were good sleepers,

showed the following trends: more time spent resting, higher

pain intensity, lower levels of activity, lower quality and

duration of sleep, higher physical disability, and lower

levels of productivity. Significant differences were also

found in nervousness, situational anxiety, depression,

irritability and social interaction problems, with poor

sleepers showing more of these psychosocial disturbances.

However, the two groups did not differ on current litigation

status, suggesting that the effects of poor sleep were

independent of the expectation for potential compensation.

In order to understand the significance of the various

stages of sleep and the implications of sleep disturbance,

researchers have done a multitude of sleep deprivation

studies to ascertain the physical and psychological impact on

human beings. By depriving human subjects of various

components of sleep, their apparent benefits and their

relationship with physiological and psychological functioning

have been explored. Most deprivation studies have disrupted
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either REM alone, SWS alone or total sleep deprivation and

assessed the effects (Carlson, 1988; Erman, 1987;

Rotenberg,1988).

REM appeared to be involved with memory storage,

information processing, and compensation for emotionally

arousing pre-sleep events. REM deprivation also affected

integration of newly learned or emotionally charged material.

However, REM deprivation did not affect the performance of

familiar tasks (Carlson, 1988; Rotenberg, 1988). Erman

(1987) hypothesized that REM, and specifically the mechanism

of dreaming, may have been necessary for purging irrelevant

or incongruous data. Research has also demonstrated that as

the amount of REM deficiency grew the "pressure" to recover

lost REM time became greater. This was called the "rebound

phenomenon" (Carlson, 1988). REM also appeared to facilitate

the assimilation of anxiety-producing events. Conversely,

REM deprivation, for people with severe, psychotic

depression, paradoxically alleviated the symptoms. Finally,

REM deprivation apparently retards memory formation.

Learning a new task usually caused a person to increase the

amount of time spent in REM(Carlson, 1988).

Total sleep deprivation studies with animals and humans

have also yielded some interesting results. Kleitman began

studying total deprivation in the 1920's and observed that

subjects were unable to stay awake unless they remained
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physically active, thus, making themselves rest deprived, as

well as sleep deprived (Carlson, 1988). After total sleep

deprivation, NREM sleep was recovered first and

preferentially (Erman, 1987). Levels of interleukin-1 have

been found to increase after sleep deprivation (Moldofsky,

1989). Chronic disruption of stage 4 sleep resulted in

fatigue, musculoskeletal pain, tenderness and self-reports of

decreased alertness (Bennett, 1989) . Disturbed sleep also

could result in lowered threshold for and increased

vulnerability to negative stimuli and feelings, and cognitive

and high stress performance impairments (Green, 1985; Strang

& Qvarner, 1990) . Performance was lowest on prolonged,

monotonous tasks and higher on short tasks with motivational

properties (Carlson, 1988; Roth, Roehrs & Zorick, 1982).

With prolonged sleep deprivation, psychotic symptoms could

occur (Carlson, 1988) . Erman (1987) identified the effects

of chronic sleep deprivation in animals: ataxia,

disturbances in metabolism and temperature regulation, hair

loss and other coat changes, swollen paws and eventual death

with inactive EEG recordings. The effects in humans were not

quite as apparent; however, thalamic degeneration and general

neurological decline have been noted (Erman, 1987).

Exercise has also been examined for possible

relationships to the sleep cycle. NREM, and especially SWS

seemed to have some restorative properties, although not
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every study of physical exertion had demonstrated increased

protein synthesis during SWS (Carlson, 1988; Horne & Staff,

1983). The effects of exercise were inconclusive, but a few

trends have been uncovered. Martin and Chen (1984) found

that the sympathetic response to exercise remained unchanged

after sleep loss. However, the body's overall tolerance for

exercise did decline with sleep loss. When aerobic training

was compared to power training, the aerobic group appeared to

have more SWS and NREM sleep, longer duration of sleep cycle

and shorter sleep onset latencies (Trinder, Paxton,

Montgomery & Fraser, 1985). After intense periods of

physical exertion (i.e. a marathon), increases in SWS and

decreases in REM had occurred (Carlson, 1988).

Diet and circadian rhythms have also been explored.

Stahl, Orr and Bollinger (1983) found that postprandial (the

period following food intake) sleepiness did not

automatically occur following a meal; it is most likely a

"multifactorial phenomenon involving both dietary and other

psychobiological factors." Rognum et al. (1986) discovered

that high carbohydrate diets were not effective in offsetting

the decline in physical and cognitive performance that

resulted from extended sleep deprivation. The mechanisms of

the sleep-wake cycle have been implicated in the regulation

of gastric motility. This small intestine motor activity

pattern was found to coincide with the sleep-wake circadian
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rhythms (Kellow, Gill, & Wingate, 1990). Finally, a

chronobiological study of female shiftworkers found that

physical fitness (as indicated by high V02 max, physical

activity and good muscle strength) resulted in fewer

musculoskeletal symptoms, lower fatigue, better mood, less

sleep disruption and better tolerance for entrainment of new

circadian rhythms (Hdrm<, Ilmarinen & Knauth, 1988).

Czeisler, Moore-Edge, and Coleman (1982) reported that

studies have found that abrupt phase shifts are beyond the

usual human capacity for entrainment and that the long-term

effects of phase disruption on rotational shift workers,

included more sleep and digestive disorders.

Several researchers have highlighted the significant

impact that chronic pain can have on sleep patterns, "...any

medical illness or disorder in which an individual

experiences pain, discomfort, anxiety, depression and fear of

death is likely to develop a sleep disorder, especially

insomnia" (Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987; Kales & Madow, 1987).

Chronic pain patients in cognitive-behavioral programs

which emphasized relaxation training (using biofeedback,

progressive relaxation, etc.), coping strategies and

assertiveness training showed improvement in pain levels,

emotional distress, interpersonal relationships, self-

efficacy and sleep quality and quantity (Achterburg, Kenner &

Casey, 1989; Linton, et al., 1989; Linton, Melin & Stjernl6f,
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1985; Melin & Linton, 1988) . While chronic pain patients'

sleep benefitted indirectly from interdisciplinary treatment

programs, many patients still had sleep disruptions that

either went unabated or only partially improved. In light of

the exacerbating context of sleep disruption and the apparent

decrements in physical and psychological performance and

functioning, it appeared that sleep therapy could be a

beneficial component of any chronic pain program. Sleep

therapy programs that have incorporated specific treatments

for sleep disruptions have shown dramatic results. Typical

treatment components included: restrictive sleep schedule

maintenance, sleep hygiene education and practice, and

circadian phase treatment (Morin, Kowatch & Wade, 1989;

Morris, Lack & Dawson, 1990).

Chronic pain patients have complained of sleep

disturbance and programs that have incorporated sleep

disorder diagnosis and treatment may have further benefitted

the patient and helped alleviate the vicious cycle of pain,

emotion, sleep disturbance and pain behaviors (Pilowsky,

Crettenden & Townley, 1985).

The purpose of the current study was to demonstrate

differences in the quality and quantity of sleep of chronic

pain patients (PN) , when compared to an active workforce

(WF). From research and clinical observations, it was

hypothesized that several phenomena would be apparent within
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the pain group;these included pervasive and significant sleep

disturbances, income level decreases, and discrepancies

between self-perceived sleep needs, before and after injury,

and discrepancies between sleep needs and actual sleep

obtained. Further, it was suggested that evidence of

significant sleep disturbances should justify focusing

additional resources, within interdisciplinary programs, on

specific interventions: to alleviate sleep disturbances; to

educate chronic pain patients about the interactive and

painful effects of poor sleep, health and lifestyle habits;

and to increase overall tolerance and adaptation to a life of

chronic pain.



CHAPTER II

METHOD

Subjects

The experimental subjects were 78 participants in the

Spinal and Chronic Pain Centre Program at Medical Arts

Hospital in Dallas. The quantity and quality of sleep in a

chronic pain population (PN), consisting of both an inpatient

and an outpatient chronic pain population was compared to the

sleep patterns of a painfree, active, healthy (e.g. no

chronic health problems) workforce (WF). The inpatient group

participated in an interdisciplinary, 4-week program designed

to diagnose and treat chronic pain etiology and its

associated psychosocial complications. The outpatient group

participated in an interdisciplinary, 1-week preoperative

evaluation program to determine the physiological and

psychosocial implications of surgery. Clinical observations

of these groups noted that 94% of the inpatient group and

100% of the outpatient group had significant underlying

organic pathology (McManemin, unpublished data, 1991). The

chronic pain patients had demonstrable cervical, thoracic, or

lumbar injuries, or displayed clinical evidence of the

injuries. Their ages ranged from 25 to 67. The mean age was

40
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41.17. There were 47 males and 31 females. Potential

subjects were limited to those who spoke English.

The control group was composed of Dallas-Ft. Worth-

Denton metroplex volunteers from a variety of occupational

settings. Their ages ranged from 18 to 64. The mean age was

34.58. There were 31 males and 46 females. Potential

subjects were limited to those who spoke English. The non-

patient control group excluded those diagnosed with any

chronic health problems. The control group was drawn from

hospital employees, church members, police department staff

and officers, and a variety of people representing the

general workforce of the area.

Instrument

A survey was designed to provide demographic

information, measures of stress and chronic pain levels,

current medical diagnoses, a few general health questions,

descriptive information of pre-sleep habits and measures of

sleep patterns (see Appendix C). This survey was intended to

be used only as a clinical instrument; therefore, no test

construction (e.g. reliability or validity) information has

been collected on it, to date. The demographics segment

included items such as gender, age, occupation and income

level. The assessment of sleep patterns included information

on pre-sleep behaviors, exercise, diet, specific
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symptomatology of sleep disruptions, amount and quality of

sleep, dream recall and dream content.

Procedure

The experimental group (PN) was given the survey in

conjunction with the routine intake paperwork 
on the Monday

that they entered, either the inpatient or outpatient

program. As the intake packets were returned, the staff

separated the sleep survey and returned 
it to the researcher.

The control group (WF) was given the survey either

individually or in small groups to complete and return on an

individual basis. Each packet contained a standardized

written consent form explaining the study and possible 
risks

and benefits involved (See Appendix D). The distribution and

collection of all survey packets was conducted over 
a six

month period. All participants were given the opportunity to

ask questions.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

One hundred and fifty-five cases, with 47 variables were

submitted for data analysis. The initial frequencies and

descriptive statistics, including means, standard deviations,

and ranges, were obtained and are reported in Tables E-1 and

E-2 . A Wilcoxin Matched Pairs Test was performed to

ascertain whether the PN group income level showed

significant decrements after injury or debilitation had

occurred. Eleven PN cases were excluded from this statistic

because of missing data. As predicted, the pre-injury income

levels were significantly higher from the post-injury

income levels, T = 16.00, Z = 5.29, p <.00000. [PREINC: 49

ppl earned 5 $25,000 and 26 ppl earned > $26,000; CURRINC:

61 ppl earned 5 $25,000 and only 6 ppl earned $26,000].

Dependent t-tests were also performed to detect

differences between amounts of needed sleep versus reported

sleep. Significant differences were found, within the PN

group, between their needs for sleep before injury (M = 7.28)

and after injury (M = 8.95), t(67) = -3.174, p <.002. The

PN group also was reporting obtaining significantly less

sleep ( = 4.89) than what they were reporting they needed

(N = 8.95), t(67) = 7.736, U <.000. Finally, the non-injured

43
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group (WF) also reported needing more sleep (M = 7.47) than

they were actually getting (M = 6.86), 1(72) = 4.197, 

<.000.

One final individual statistic includes the observation

of the symptom of night terrors which was present exclusively

in the PN population. Because this resulted in zero

variance, the variable was excluded from discriminant

analysis. This symptom was reported by seven cases in the PN

group (N = 78) and by zero cases in the WF group (N = 77).

A stepwise discriminant function analysis was performed

on two sets of variables. The first model was constructed

from all the allowable variables used in the study and will

be referred to as the "full set (FS)". The univariate F

tests and significance levels, for FS, are presented in Table

E-3, for those variables which were found to individually

discriminate between the pain and workforce groups.

Of the variables surveyed, F tests found eleven

individual items that significantly differentiated between

the two groups of respondents. These were: 1) the level of

pain (p < .000000), with the PN group reporting higher levels

of pain; 2) whether they are currently taking medication (o <

.000000), with the PN group taking more medication; 3) the

amount of sleep actually being obtained (p- < .000008),with WF

getting the most sleep; 4) the occupational classification (P

< .000197), with the PN group having more unskilled and
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skilled workers and the WF group having more Professional I

and II workers; 5) age (p < .000526), with the PN group being

older; 6) the amount of sleep one currently feels is needed

(p < .000564), with the PN group needing more sleep; 7)

number of awakenings in one night (T) < .003041), with the PN

group experiencing more awakenings; 8) the amount of time

spent resting in a 24 hour period (p < .008760); with the PN

group spending more time resting; 9) whether one is currently

employed (p < .035677), with more PN people reporting

unemployment; 10) whether one exercises within two hours of

bedtime (p < .044548), with more of the PN group reporting

exercise before bed; 11) symptom of jerking waking up the

individual (p < .050287), with more of the PN group reporting

this symptom.

While these univariate F's provide information about

which items can individually distinguish between groups, the

stepwise discriminant analysis provides information about

which variables combine, in a sequentially weighted model, to

most significantly discriminate between two groups. The

analysis suggested that 21 of the 41 variables analyzed,

provide important information about the differences between

PN and WF groups. Tables E-4 and E-5 provide summary and

construction information about the 21-step model.

The item found to most significantly and independently

discriminate between the two groups is the amount of pain
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being reported (pain), with the pain patients reporting

higher pain levels than the workforce. When this item was

compared individually with the remaining items, it was found

that the report of current medication usage (drugs), combined

with the level of pain, constitutes the next best

discriminator between PN and WF groups. The items in each of

the remaining steps, in order of their contribution, were:

the number of hours of sleep actually obtained (actsleep);

the occupational classification (occup); the amount of sleep

one currently feels is needed (cursleep); one's age (age);

number of awakenings in one night (awakeng); the amount of

time spent resting in a 24 hour period (resting); whether one

is currently employed (empl); whether one exercises within

two hours of bedtime (exercise); whether future plans were

decided (future); level of stress (stress); symptom of

jerking waking up the individual (jerking); any weight change

in the past 6 months (wgtch); presence of a pre-bedtime

routine (routine); symptom of sleepwalking (slpwlkng); during

which shift sleep is obtained (slpshift); current income

level (currinc); symptom of myoclonus, restless legs

(myoclon); remembering dreams (dreams); and one's gender

(gender). After step 21, no items added to the

discriminatory power of the model, and the analysis was

stopped.
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The overall power of these steps to discriminate between

the pain and the workforce groups is reflected in the

following statistics: Eigen-value, 4.616094; Canonical R,

.906609; Wilks' Lambda, .178060; Chi-Square, 245.9032; df =

21; p < .000000. The standardized and raw Coefficients for

the Canonical Variables are given Table E-6. Means of the

Canonical Variables are: for the PN group, Root 1 = 2.12033;

for the WF group, Root 1 = -2.14787. The correlations of

variables with the Canonical Root are given in Table E-7.

The final analysis consisted of comparing the actual

group memberships with those predicted by the discriminant

analysis. Of the 155 cases analyzed (78 pain patients, 77

workforce people), only one of the PN and 23 of the WF cases

were misclassified. These results indicate that 84.52

percent of the actual grouped cases were correctly

identified. Table E-8 presents the classification matrix

information. Classification of the participants by case is

given in Table E-9. Canonical scores by case are given in

Table E-10. It is possible, using the information gathered

in this project, to classify other subjects, as pain or

workforce individuals, by using the same levels and types of

questions (see Appendix C). The classification functions

with the constants required to do this, are found in Table E-

11.
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The same univariate F and discriminant analysis

information was obtained for a second model, constructed of

variables that included all the sleep variables, while

excluding demographic data. This second discriminant analysis

will be referred to as the "sleep set (SS) ." The univariate

F tests and significance levels, for SS, are presented in

Table E-12 for those individual variables which were found to

discriminate between the pain and workforce groups.

Of the variables surveyed, F tests found eight

individual items that significantly differentiated between

the two groups of respondents. These were: 1) the level of

pain (p < .000000), with the PN group reporting higher levels

of pain; 2) whether they are currently taking medication (p_ <

.000000), with the PN group taking more medication; 3) the

amount of sleep actually being obtained (p. < .000008),with WF

getting the most sleep; 4) the amount of sleep one currently

feels is needed (p < .000295), with the PN group needing more

sleep; 5) number of awakenings in one night (p < .005124),

with the PN group experiencing more awakenings; 6) symptom of

myoclonus or restless legs (p < .012548), with the PN group

reporting the symptom more often; 7) the level of stress

being experienced (p_ < .023360), with the PN group

experiencing more stress; and 8) symptom of body jerking

waking up the individual (p. < .034352), with the PN group

experiencing more body twitches and jerks.
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While these univariate F's provide information about

which items can individually distinguish between groups, the

stepwise discriminant analysis provides information about

which variables combine, in a sequentially weighted model, to

most significantly discriminate between two groups. The

analysis suggested that 15 of the 33 variables analyzed

provide important information about the differences between

PN and WF groups. Tables E-13 and E-14 provide summary and

construction information about the 15-step model.

The item found to most significantly and independently

discriminate between the two groups was the amount of pain

being reported (pain), with the pain patients reporting

higher pain levels than the workforce. When this item was

compared individually with the remaining items, it was found

that the report of current medication usage (drugs), combined

with the level of pain, constitutes the next best

discriminator between PN and WF groups. The items in each of

the remaining steps, in order of their contribution, were:

the number of hours of sleep actually obtained (actsleep);

the amount of sleep one currently feels is needed (cursleep);

number of awakenings in one night (awakeng); symptom of

myoclonus or restless legs (myoclon); the symptom of body

jerking waking one up (jerking); the level of stress one is

experiencing (stress); whether one exercises within two hours

of bedtime (exercise); presence of a pre-bedtime routine
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(routine); symptom of weight change of more than 15 lbs.

(wgtch); symptom of hardly any sleep at all (nosleep);

symptom of taking hours to fall asleep (earlyins); symptom of

sleepwalking (slpwlkng); which shift one does most of his or

her sleeping during (slpshift). After step 15, no items

added to the discriminatory power of the model, and the

analysis was stopped.

The overall power of these steps to discriminate between

the pain and the workforce groups is reflected in the

following statistics: Eigen-value, 3.371745; Canonical R,

.878213; Wilks' Lambda, .228742; Chi-Square, 214.6361; df =

15; p < .000000. The standardized and raw Coefficients for

the Canonical Variables are given in Table E-15. Means of

the Canonical Variables are: for the PN group, Root 1 = -

1.81261; for the WF group, Root 1 = 1.83616. The correlations

of variables with the Canonical Root are given in Table E-16.

The final analysis consisted of comparing the actual

group memberships with those predicted by the discriminant

analysis. Of the 155 cases analyzed (78 pain patients, 77

workforce people), only three of the PN and 13 of the WF

cases were misclassified. These results indicates that 89.64

percent of the actual grouped cases were correctly

identified. Table E-17 presents the classification matrix

information. Classification of the participants by case is

given in Table E-18. Canonical scores by case are given in
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Table E-19. It is possible, using the information gathered

in this project, to classify other subjects, as pain or

workforce individuals, by using the same levels and types of

questions (see Appendix C). The classification functions

with their constants required to do this, are found in Table

E-20.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The preceding analyses revealed several significant and

important findings concerning sleep and socioeconomic

disturbances in the chronic pain patients. By definition,

insomnia has been presented as a discrepancy between needs

for sleep and actual amount of sleep obtained. The PN and WF

groups were found to significantly differ on a variety of

variables reflecting more insomnia, as well as other sleep

disturbances, and lower socio-economic status. PN subjects

reported that they felt they needed more sleep following pain

onset and that they felt they needed more sleep (although one

person reported needing 0 hours and another person 24 hours).

The discrepancy between what they need and what they get is

quite large. Interestingly, the workforce (WF) people also

reported that they get less sleep than they feel they need.

Possibly there is some underlying mechanism or third variable

relating people's perceptions of personal sleep needs and

efficiency of meeting those needs. It is important to note

that while both groups reported a primary symptom of

insomnia, the sleep need discrepancy, the PN group showed

additional sleep and lifestyle disturbances. More precise

and objective quantitative and qualitative measurements of

52
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actual sleep obtained and general characteristics of sleep,

along with detailed health histories, may help explain the

discrepancies.

The discriminant analysis of the full set (FS) of

variables revealed that the pain group could be distinguished

from the non-injured workforce group, using eleven variables.

Again, these variables are: pain, drugs, actsleep, occup,

cursleep, age, awakeng, resting, empl, exercise, and jerking.

As expected, pain is the root discriminator, between PN

and WF . Some of the prominent demographic variables were

occupation, age and employment status. More of the PN people

tended to be "blue collar" and more of them were older and

presently unemployed. The pain (PN) group reported

significantly lower levels in income following injury or

onset of chronic pain. The impact of lower socioeconomic

status, higher age and higher levels of unemployment, on

emotional and social well-being, are exacerbated by the fact

that the PN patients experienced a significant decrease in

income. The impact of stressors intimately linked to

survival issues (i.e. money to pay bills, feelings of

productivity, etc.) needs to be explored in greater detail.

Perhaps one can use more detailed occupational analyses,

emotional descriptors of self, as related to work and income

level, and more sensitive measures of financial need versus

attainment. This additional information can provide a three-
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dimensional description of the psychological strain and

distress produced by the decrease in earning and work

potential, due to debilitation and/or injury. The

literature, thus far, tends to address these issues largely

as components of the phenomenon of secondary gain, rather

than as valid stressors that interact to cause situational,

emotional, and mental exacerbation of physical problems.

The discriminant model, based on the sleep set (SS) of

variables, revealed several valuable bits of information

about significant roots that discriminate between PN and WF.

The majority of the steps are indications of disturbed,

fragmented sleep. These symptoms include: pain, use of

medication, actual sleep obtained, perceived sleep needs,

number of awakenings and myoclonus. These patients

experience more pain, take more medication, need more sleep

and get less of it, wake much more frequently and have

disruptive, restless legs symptoms. One additional finding

that will be submitted as observational data is the presence

of night terrors in the PN group. This variable was excluded

from discriminant analysis because the WF group showed no

variance. However, the pain population had a noticeable

incidence of night terror episodes which may be related to

high levels of stress and anxiety.

As discussed previously, sleep disturbance has been

shown to interact with pain levels and emotional well-being
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leading to poor sleep hygiene behaviors. All of these

factors become intertwined in a vicious circle of

exacerbating symptoms. As Pelz and Mersky (1982) and Saskin,

Moldofsky and Lue (1980) have noted, the interactions of

these four factors is so complicated at the physiological as

well as at the psychosocial level that causes of one

particular symptom are impossible to tease out. The results

of the current study suggest various implications that can

have a significant impact on future treatment programs for

chronic pain.

The first implication from evidence of fragmented sleep

is that possible neurological, chemical, and biorhythmical

factors may be interacting within the chronic pain patient.

The fact that they wake more often, have myoclonic activity,

experience more night terrors and sleep less, in general,

suggests some underlying physical processes which are not

clearly understood. Further research is needed, to map the

electrical patterns of the brain during sleep, to take

physiological measures of neurotransmitters, and

sophisticated charting of biorhythms and their concordant

phase shifts in pain patients.

Another conclusion that can be drawn is that if these

patients are waking up frequently, sleeping less,

experiencing restless legs, etc., chances are high that they

are not reaching stage 4, delta wave sleep very often. Stage
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4 has been linked to stimulated protein synthesis and tissue

regeneration by growth hormone (Bennett, 1989; Bixler & Vela-

Bueno, 1987; Wu & Bunney, 1990). Stage 4 deprivation has

been associated with increased fatigue, musculoskeletal pain,

tenderness and self-reports of decreased alertness (Bennett,

1989; Moldofsky, 1989; Scudds, Trachsel, Luckhurst & Percy,

1989; Smythe, 1989). These patients may also be lacking in

REM sleep exposure. REM sleep has been implicated in memory

consolidation, assimilation of anxiety-producing information,

purging of unnecessary or antiquated coping or thought

strategies (Carlson, 1988; Erman, 1987; Rotenberg, 1988).

Finally, the PN population is definitely experiencing overall

sleep deprivation, which has been associated with elevated

interleukin-1 (which is linked to increased core body

temperature), tendencies to internalize emotions, lowered

threshold for and increased vulnerability to negative stimuli

and feelings, increased vulnerability to metabolic, thalamic,

and neurologic imbalances. These, in turn, result in

cognitive impairment, emotional lability, increased

perceptions of pain quality and quantity, increased anxiety,

negative coping mechanisms, inability to deal with high

stress situations, etc. (Carlson, 1988; Erman, 1987; Green,

1985; Kales, A. & Kales, J., 1987; Moldofsky, 1989; Strang &

Qvarner, 1990).
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Detailed, extensive, and objective sleep measures are

needed to map the sleep patterns of these chronic patients.

The types and durations of the various sleep stages need to

be documented and compared with self-report measures, such as

those used in the present study. EEG, EOG, and EMG

information, as well as blood assays of hormonal and

neurotransmitter levels and circadian rhythm charting, will

provide a useful and graphic representation of how these

people are spending what little sleep time they have. If

indeed it turns out that they are experiencing the types of

sleep deprivation described above, this will have a major

impact on the way these patients respond to any intervention.

It also suggests the presence of disrupted neurochemical

functioning. Also, the blood data and circadian rhythms can

provide detailed physiological reports of the correspondence

between sleep patterns, pain levels and emotional and

physical functioning and health.

Consider the situation of a chronic pain patient

experiencing insomnia or related sleep disturbance that

results in complete or partial deprivation of any of the

sleep stages on a consistent basis. This person is

functioning with cognitive, emotional, and physical

impairment. He or she is failing to consolidate memories,

process emotional information, has a lower threshold for

negative and stressful situations, tends to internalize all
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the stress and negative feelings, is easily overwhelmed by

physical stressors and he must deal with constant fatigue and

generalized tenderness and pain. This person is then placed

in an efficient and creative, interdisciplinary program

designed to educate the patient about his or her pain,

mechanisms of mind-body interaction, safe body mechanics,

strength and flexibility exercises and relaxation training.

It is questionable how much a patient in this situation may

even process what he or she is learning on the cognitive,

emotional, and physical levels, let alone be able to remember

and correctly apply the information in new situations.

Unfortunately, another set of circumstances which can

severely exacerbate the problem is the use of alcohol,

nicotine, and sleep medication. As Hauri and Linde (1990)

point out, these three substances are primary "trouble-

makers" in sleep disturbances. Often, chronic pain patients

resort to alcohol, tobacco and medication to anesthetize

themselves to their increasing distress and pain. However,

these substances have a deleterious effect on restorative

sleep and often can cause the deprivation to reach crisis

proportions. Thus, the chronic pain patient, who experiences

sleep disturbance, finds himself or herself ill-equipped to

handle the interactive cyclone of sleep disturbance, pain,

emotions, and resorts to maladaptive sleep hygiene habits

(i.e. staying in bed or not going to bed, tossing and
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turning, using the "legal anesthetics," bracing, slouching,

shallow breathing, etc.). Unfortunately, this patent's

situation is further exacerbated by a loss of income and/or

employment. His or her levels of distress may increase to a

point where he or she is barely coherent and becomes a high-

risk for additional injuries due to accidents.

Apparently, sleep disturbance is not a mild and

inconsequential syndrome. It is a pervasive phenomenon in

chronic pain populations and it must be directly addressed

(through diagnosis, education, and therapy) in any

interdiscip:Linary program. The health professionals involved

with the rehabilitation of this population need to be

educated themselves about sleep disturbances: the

symptomatology, the effects of various stage disruptions,

contraindications (such as hypnogenic medication, bedrest,

etc.), and the proper interventions. Only an educated

professional can detect and intervene with effective

education and therapy for the patient.

Also, more research needs to be done in the following

areas: the possible buffer effects of a social support system

in the context of sleep disturbances; vocational restoration

and/or preservation; detailed 24-hour tracking of sleep,

activity and sleep hygiene behaviors; sensitive measurement

of emotional states and sleep/health disruption; and sleep

patterns and their relationship to the stages of adjustment
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to chronic pain (Hendler, 1984). The chronic pain patient

must function within some form of a social network, that will

influence his or her interactions with others. Likewise, if

these people feel like their livelihood is threatened it will

be extremely difficult for them to think about their personal

cognitive, psychological and social situation. Additionally,

the amount of time spent doing specific activities needs to

be explored further for its effects on sleep, pain and

emotional function. More sensitive instruments must be

developed that can begin to approximate the dynamic

interaction of physical and emotional health. Finally,

Hendler's stages, which resemble Kubler-Ross' grief stages,

should be correlated with sleep, cognitions, pain, emotions,

and behaviors.

More objective, as well as informative and subjective,

studies are needed to enhance the usefulness of a model such

as the one generated in the present study. As more programs

incorporate sleep protocols into their treatment regimens,

the knowledge-base of sleep disturbances in chronic pain

populations can expand to incorporate a more extensive

understanding of the interactive effects of sleep

disturbance, pain, emotions and health behaviors. But, the

most important point to consider is that unless these people

get some sleep to restore their physical and emotional well-

being, they will never be fully capable of optimizing any
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treatment strategy that may be offered to them. Without the

successful completion of a treatment regimen, the chronic

pain patient will simply become trapped in a tangle of failed

attempts to alleviate the distress that has become their

daily existence.
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APPENDIX A

Table A-1

States of Rlee-p

STAGE:

Wakefulness

Eyes closed

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3 (SWS)

Stage 4 (SWS)

REM Sleep

EEG ACTIVITY:

beta waves

alpha + beta mix

alpha + IF mix

IF + K-C + SS

some delta waves

mostly delta

beta waves

EOG ACTIVITY:

REM + eye blink

slowing

slow eye mvmnt.

no eye mvmnt.

no eye mvmnt

no eye mvmnt

REM

EMG ACTIVITY:

high activity

slowing

slowing

< wakefulness

< wakefulness

< wakefulness

silent

(Bixler & Vela-Bueno, 1987; Carlson, 1988)
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APPENDIX A--Continued

Table A-2

Trends in sleet disorders

DISORDER GENERAL AGE GENDER OTHER

POPUL. FACTORS

TINSOMMTA *13.4% *m<f -hypnotics

HYPERSOMNIA

SNORING &

SLEEP APNEA

PARASOMNIAS

Enuresis

Nightmares/

Night Terrors

Sleepwalking

NOCTURNAL

MYOCLONUS

NARCOLEPSY

0 8.7%

*30.0%
*15.0%

819.0%

'10 .5%

* 4.2%

- 1.7%

S 1 W/

age

*20+

* Teens

*all

0 to

age 65

then %

9= all

ages

11.4% habt

27% occas

*m=f

*-m= f

*m<f

*m>f

" good

"good
" insomn

v>with
high
blood
press.

-- - - -- ----------

om<f ----------

-m<f

* 5.0%

* 0.5% *m=f *10%-50%
have

family

history

(Lugaresi, Zucconi & Bixler, 1987; Manfredi & Cadieux, 1987;

Pawlicki & Heitkemper, 1985)

-L L A hi %-.I I'l 1 14 -L Z--l
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APPENDIX B

DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR SLEEP DISORDERS

DYSSOMNIAS

I. Insomnia Disorders--

A. The predominant complaint is of difficulty in

initiating or maintaining sleep, or of

nonrestorative sleep (sleep that is apparently

adequate in amount, but leaves the person feeling

unrested).

B. The disturbance in A occurs at least three times a

week for at least one month and is sufficiently

severe to result in either a complaint of

significant daytime fatigue or the observation by

others of some symptom that is attributable to the

sleep disturbance, e.g., irritability or impaired

daytime functioning.,

C. Occurrence not exclusively during the course of

Sleep-Wake Schedule Disorder of a Parasomnia.

307.42 Insomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder

(Nonorganic)

Insomnia Disorder, as defined by criteria A, B, and C above,

that is related to another Axis I or Axis II mental disorder,

such as Major Depression, Generalized Anxiety Disorder,

Adjustment Disorder with Anxious Mood, or Obsessive
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Appendix B---Continued

Compulsive Personality Disorder. This category is not used

if the Insomnia Disorder is related to an Axis I disorder

involving a known organic factor, such as a Psychoactive

Substance Use Disorder (e.g., Amphetamine Dependence).

780.50 Insomnia Related to a Known Organic Factor

Insomnia Disorder, as defined by criteria A, B, and C above,

that is related to a known organic factor such as a physical

disorder (e.g., sleep apnea, arthritis), a Psychoactive

Substance Use Disorder (e.g., Amphetamine Dependence), or a

medication (e.g., prolonged use of decongestants).

The known organic factor should be listed on Axis III (if a

physical disorder or use of a medication that does not meet

the criteria for a Psychoactive Substance Use Disorder) or

Axis I (if a Psychoactive Substance Use Disorder).

307.42 Primary Insomnia

Insomnia Disorder, as defined by criteria A, B, and C above,

that apparently is not maintained by any other mental

disorder or any known organic factor, such as a physical

disorder, a Psychoactive Substance Use Disorder, or a

medication.
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Appendix B---Continued

II. Hypersomnia Disorders--

A. The predominant complaint is either (1) or (2):

1. excessive daytime sleepiness or sleep attacks

not accounted for by an inadequate amount of

sleep.

2. prolonged transition to the fully awake state

on awakening (sleep drunkenness).

B. The disturbance in A occurs nearly every day for at

least one month, or episodically for longer periods

of time, and is sufficiently severe to result in

impaired occupational functioning or impairment in

usual social activities or relationships with

others.

C. Occurrence not exclusively during the course of

Sleep-Wake Schedule Disorder.

307.44 Hypersomnia Related to Another Mental Disorder

(Nonorganic)

Hypersomnia, as defined by criteria A, B, and C above, that

is related to another Axis I or II mental disorder, such as

Major Depression or Dysthymia.
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Appendix B---Continued

780.50 Hypersomnia Related to a Known Organic Factor

Hypersomnia Disorder, as defined by criteria A, B, and C

above, that is related to a known organic factor, such as a

physical disorder (e.g., sleep apnea), a Psychoactive

Substance Use Disorder (e.g., Cannabis Dependence), or a

medication (e.g., prolonged use of sedatives or

hypertensives) .

The known organic factor should be listed on Axis III (if a

physical disorder or use of a medication that does not meet

the criteria for a Psychoactive Substance Use Disorder) or

Axis I (if a Psychoactive Substance Use Disorder).

780.54 Primary Hypersomnia

Hypersomnia, as defined by criteria A, B, and C above, that

is apparently not maintained by any other mental disorder or

any known organic factor, such as a physical disorder, a

Psychoactive Substance Use Disorder, or a medication.

III. Sleep-Wake Schedule Disorder

307.45 Sleep-Wake Schedule Disorder

Mismatch between the normal sleep-wake schedule for a

person's environment and his or her circadian sleep-wake

pattern, resulting in a complaint of either insomnia
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(criteria A and B of Insomnia Disorder) or hypersomnia

(criteria A and B of Hypersomnia Disorder)..

Specify type:

Advanced or Delayed Type: Sleep-Wake Schedule Disorder

with onset and offset of sleep considerably advanced or

delayed (if sleep-wake schedule is not interfereed with by

medication or environmental demands) in relation to what the

person desires (usually the conventional societal sleep-wake

schedule).

Disorganized Type: Sleep-Wake Schedule Disorder apparently

due to disorganized and variable sleep and waking times,

resulting in absence of a daily major sleep period.

Frequently Changing Type: Sleep-Wake Schedule Disorder

apparently due to frequently changing sleep and waking times,

such as recurrent changes in work shifts or time zones.

IV. Other Dyssomnias

307.40 Dyssomnia Not Otherwise Specified

Insomnias, hypersomnias, or sleep-wake schedule disturbances

that cannot be classified in any of the specific categories
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noted above. An example would be a sleep-wake schedule

disturbance apparently related to a physical disorder, such

as Parkinson's Disease.

PARASOMNIAS

307.47 Dream Anxiety Disorder

A. Repeated awakenings from the major sleep period or

naps with detailed recall of extended and extremely

frightening dreams, usually involving threats to

survival, security, or self-esteem. The awakening

generally occur during the second half of the sleep

period.

B. On awakening from the frightening dreams, the

person rapidly becomes oriented and alert (in

contrast to the confusion and disorientation seen

in Sleep Terror Disorder and some forms of

epilepsy).

C. The dream experience or the sleep disturbance

resulting from the awakenings causes significant

distress.
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D. It cannot be established that an organic factor

initiated and maintained the disturbance, e.g.,

certain medications.

307.46 Sleep Terror Disorder

A. A predominant disturbance of recurrent episodes of

abrupt awakening (lasting 1-10 minutes) from sleep,

usually occurring during the first third of the

major sleep period and beginning with a panicky

scream.

B. Intense anxiety and signs of autonomic arousal

during each episode, such as tachycardia, rapid

breathing, and sweating, but no detailed dream is

recalled.

C. Relative unresponsiveness to efforts of others to

comfort the person during the episode and, almost

invariably, at least several minutes of confusion,

disorientation, and perseverative motor movements

(e.g., picking at a pillow),
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D. It cannot be established that an organic factor

initiated and maintained the disturbance, e.g.,

brain tumor.

307.46 Sleepwalking Disorder

A. Repeated episodes of arising from bed during sleep

and walking about, usually occurring during the

first third of the major sleep period.

B. While sleepwalking, the person has a blank, staring

face, is relatively unresponsive to the efforts of

others to influence the sleepwalking or to

communicate with him or her, and can be awakened

only with great difficulty.

C. On awakening (either from the sleepwalking episode

or the next morning), the person has amnesia for

the episode.

D. Within several minutes after awakening from the

sleepwalking episode, there is no impairment of

mental activity or behavior (although there may

initially be a short period of confusion or

disorientation).
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E. It cannot be established that an organic factor

initiated and maintained the disturbance, e.g.,

epilepsy.

307.40 Parasomnia Not Otherwise Specified

Disturbances during sleep that cannot be classified in any of

the specified categories noted above. Example: Nightmares

apparently caused by having taken or withdrawn from certain

drugs.

American Psychiatric Association (1987). Desk Reference to

the Diagnostic Criteria from DSM-III-R. Washigton,

D.C.: American Psychiatric Association.
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APPENDIX C

SLEEP SURVEY

1 Age _

2 Gender Male Female

3 Education (number of years)

4 Are you currently employed? Yes or No

If not., how many months have you been unemployed?

5 Check one of the following occupation categories that best

describes you: [check onl-1one please]

UNSKILLED WORKER/LABORER

(i.e. deliveryman, janitorial person, warehouse worker)

___SKILLED WORKER/LABORER

(i.e. construction worker, welder, heavy equip. operator)

TECHNICAL

(i.e. draftsman, computer repairman, medical technician)

SALES

(i.e. real estate agent, retail clerk, product

representative)

_ _ CLERICAL

(i.e. secretary, computer operator, bank teller)

__ MANAGEMENT

(i.e. office manager, shift supervisor, business

executive )

_ _ PROFESSIONAL I (Job requiring assoc. or BA):

(i.e. computer programmer, engineer, teacher)

PROFESSIONAL II (Job requiring a post-graduate

degree):

(i.e. doctor, lawyer, university professor)

6 Which time period do you spend most of your time working

during?

7:00 am-3:00 pm - 3:00 pm-11:00 pm 11:00 pm-7:00 am
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7 Income Level:

o Before your injury--

Less than $10,000 $11,000-$25,000_

$50,000 $50,000 +

or Not Applicable (NA)

0 Post-injury or Current Salary--

Less than $10,000 __ $11,000-$25,000__

$50,000 $50,000 +

8

9

$26,000-

$26,000-

Future goals: Decided Undecided

Diagnosis of injury or other chronic health problem:

(i.e. hypertension, diabetes, chronic pain, etc.)

NA

10 Estimate your level of stress: (circle one

1 2 : 3 4 : 5 6 7 : 8 9 10

Low High

11 Estimate your average level of pain: (circle one)

1 ; 2 : 3 ; 4 ; 5 ; 6 : 7 : 8 ; 9 : 10

Low High

12 Have you had a weight loss or gain (more than 15 lbs.) in

the past 6 mon.?

Yes or No

13 Have you had constipation or diarrhea (more than 5 times/

month) in the past 6 mon.?

Yes or No
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14 How much do you use tobacco? (cigarette, pipe, cigar,

chewing)

None Less than 1 pack/day_

One pack/day__ Two or more packs/day_

Other

15 How much do you use alcohol?

(1 drink=1 beer, 1 glass wine, 1 cocktail, etc.)

None__ 3-6 drinks/month_

1-2 drinks/week__ 1 or more drinks/day_

16 Do you take medications or utilize drugs of any type?

Yes or No

If yes, please give the type of drug and the purpose for

taking it.

(i.e. aspirin/pain; Sominex/sleep; Tagamet/ulcer; etc.):

17 Estimate your level of daily activity:

*Number of hours spent resting in a 24 hr. period

*Number of hours spent doing aerobic exercise in a

24 hr. period

(Aerobic exercise refers to those activities that require a

marked increase in heart rate and deep breathing that is

sustained for at least 20 minutes).

18 How much sleep did you need, before your injury, in order to

feel really well rested? hrs. NA

19 How much sleep do you need now, in order to feel really well

rested? hrs.
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20 Estimate how much sleep you currently get each night:

hrs.

21 Check each of the following sleep patterns that

currently describe you:

_Can't go to sleep for hours.

_Go to sleep ok, but wake up at 3:00 or 4:00 AM and

can't get back to sleep.

_Wake up every hour or so but usually go back to

sleep within 15-30 minutes.

Hard time sleeping because of restless legs.

Wake up and doze often.

Sleep walking.

_Snore occasionally (or my bed partner complains of

snoring).

_Snore often (or my bed partner complains of frequent

snoring).

My body jerking wakes me up.

Nightmares wake me up.

Night terrors wake me up.

Hardly sleep at all.

Sleep just fine.

22 What do you do when you can't go to sleep?

23 Which time period do you do most of your sleepina during?

10:00 pm-6:00 am 6:00 am-2:00 pm 2:00 pm-10:00 pm

24 Estimate your level of sleep: (circle one )

1 : 2 : 3 : 4 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : 10

Light Deep
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25 How do you usually feel when you wake up? (circle one

1 ; 2 : 3-; 4-; 5 6 - 7 8 ; 9 : 10

Sluggish Refreshed

26 What is the average amount of time it takes you to fall
asleep?

1 min.-15 min. 15 min.-30 min 30 min -1 hr-

1 hr.-3 hrs. 3 + hrs.

27 How often do you wake up during one night?

What usually wakes you up?

times

28 Do you remember your dreams? Yes or No

If so, how many dreams do you have in one night?

Describe the type of dreams you have and any repeating

people/places/things, in the dreams?

29 Do you have any regular activities that you do before going
to bed? Yes or No . If so, please describe:

30 Do you eat within 2 hrs. of bedtime? Yes or No

If so, what do you eat and how much?

31 Do you exercise within 2 hrs. of bedtime? Yes or No

If so, what activity do you do and for how long?

.I L L. LL. .
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INFORMED CONSENT

I, agree to

participate in a research study concerning personal sleep

patterns and health concerns. My responses are important

because they offer information that will be used to explore

sleep changes that can happen to people after they are

injured and develop chronic back pain. I understand that I

will be completing a survey and that my responses will be

completely confidential. The risks involved in this study

are that I may experience temporary feelings of discomfort

because of the personal nature of some of the questions. I

may withdraw from the study at any time, without penalty. I

understand that I am being asked to provide my social

security number on each page of the survey. This number will

only be used as a code number to put my answers into a

computer. If I do not wish to provide my actual social

security number, I may make up a nine digit number (###-##-

####) as my identification number. All information will be

kept strictly confidential, and no answers will be revealed

to my co-workers or superiors.

I attest that I am 18 years of age or older, and that I

freely consent to participate in this study, as indicated by
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my signature below. Furthermore, I am stating that I am not

currently suffering from a chronic health problem. (If you

do have a chronic health problem please write in your

diagnosis in the line labeled "Diagnosis" below. Examples

include: chronic pain, high blood pressure, diabetes,

emphysema, etc.). I have been warned of the risks involved

as a result of my participation. I may contact Dr. Francis

McManenin or Becky Kellen at (817) 565-2671 should I have

any questions.

SIGNATURE:

DATE:

WITNESS:
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Table E-1

Frequency Data

N. of Cases 155

Variable Category

GROUP: PN

WF

GENDER: MALE

FEMALE

EMPL YES

NO

RETIRED

HMKR

OCCUP UNSKLD

SKILLED

TECHNIC

SALES

CLERICAL

MNGMNT

PROF I

PROF II

Definition of

Category

Chronic & PEP prog.

Active workforce

Male

Female

Currently employed

Unemployed

Retired from empl.

Choose to be home

Worker/laborer

Worker/laborer

Technical

Sales

Clerical/Secretar.

Management

Requires Assoc/BA

Requires post-BA

WF

N

PN Grp

78

0

47

31

52

20

5

0

12

34

3

4

5

10

5

3

N

Grp.

0

77

31

46

72

2

0

3

2

2

4

0

11

12

31

10

0
WMMMWA
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Frequency Data

N. of Cases -=155

Variable Category

SHIFT* DAYS

EVENING

DEEPNGT

MULTSHF

PREINC* POVERTY

SINGLE

MIDDLE

RICH

CURRINC POVERTY

SINGLE

MIDDLE

RICH

FUTURE YES

NO

WGTCH YES

NO

BOWEL YES

NO

Definition of

Category

7 am - 3 pm

3 pm - 11 pm

11 pm - 7 am

More than 1 shift

Less than $10,000

$11,000 - $25,000

$26,000 - $50,000

$50,000 +

Less than $10, 000

$11,000 - $25,000

$26,000 - $50,000

$50,000 +

Decided

Undecided

Yes, weight change

No weight change

Yes, diarr/constip

No diarr/constip

PN

N

Grp

0

0

0

0

10

39

25

1

39

22

5

1

24

46

44

34

29

47

N

WF Grp.

59

9

5

3

0

0

0

0

6

30

22

7

58

13

15

62

5

72
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Frequency Data

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Category Definition of N

Category PN Grp

TOBACCO NONE

LESSPACK

ONEPACK

TWOPACK

ALCOHOL NONE

LIGHT

MODERT

HEAVY

DRUGS YES

NO

OTC

ONSETINS YES

NO

EARLYINS YES

NO

MAININS YES

NO

Non-smoker

Less 1 pack/day

One pack/day

Two + packs/day

Non-drinker

3-6 drinks/mo

1-2 drinks/week

1 + drinks/day

Yes, prescription

No, nothing

Yesover the count.

Yes, onset insomnia

No,

Yes, wake up early

No

Yes, keep waking up

No

37

19

21

1

51

11

5

10

65

8

4

37

41

32

46

36

42

N

WF Grp.

62

7

7

1

29

29

13

6

17

42

18

6

71

12

65

2

75

womomom
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Frequency Data

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Category Definition of N N

Category PN Grp WF Grp.

Yes,

No

Yes,

No

Yes,

No

Yes.,

No

Yes,

No

MYOCLON YES

NO

LTSLEEP YES

NO

SLPWLKG YES

NO

SNOREOCC YES

NO

SNOREOFT YES

NO

JERKING YES

NO

NGTMARE YES

NO

NGTTERR YES

NO

restless legs

wake frequent.

sleep walking

snore occas.

snore often

Yes, jerking wakes

No

Yes, have nightmares

No

Yes,night terrors

No

40

38

23

55

1

77

18

60

6

72

25

53

13

65

7

71

3

74

7

70

1

76

15

62

5

72

6

71

5

72

0

77
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Frequency Data

N. of Cases- = 15

Variable Category Definition of N N

Category PN Grp WF Grp.

NOSLEEP YES

NO

NRMSLP YES

NO

SLPSHFT USUAL

AMSLPR

PMSLPR

ALLSLPR

SLPONSET USUAL

MILD

MODERAT

SEVERE

EXREME

DREAMS YES

NO

ROUTINE YES

NO

Yes,hardly sleep

No

Yes, norm sleep

No

10 pm - 6 am

6 am - 2 pm

2 pm - 10 pm

sporadic (day to

day)

1-15 min

15-30 min

30-60 min

60-180 min

180+ min

Yes, I remember...

No

Yes,prebed routine

No,

25

53

4

74

61

5

7

3

10

16

17

26

5

42

35

33

43

2

75

56

20

69

5

2

1

36

30

6

5

0

55

18

51

26
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Frequency Data

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Category Definition of N N

Category PN Grp WF Grp.

FOOD YES Yes,eat within 2 hr 35 33

NO No 42 43

EXERCISE YES Yes,exer. 2 hr. pre 18 8

NO No 59 68

NQte An * marks those variables which were collected on only

one of the groups. (i.e. Income level before injury was

collected on PN)
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Table E-2

Descriptive Statistics

N. of Cases = 155

Variable GRP. N Min Max Mean St. St.

Err. Dev.

AGE: PN 78 25 67 41.17 1.13 9.97

Age/sub WF 75 18 64 34.59 1.25 10.79

EDUCATN: PN 74 3 20 12.03 .33 2.85

High. WF 74 12 26 15.49 .31 2.69

lev.

UNEMP: PN 64 1 72 11.52 1.42 11.42

#of month WF 2 1 24 12.50 11.50 16.26

STRESS: PN 77 2 10 6.43 .23 2.02

WF 71 1 9 5.82 .23 1.93

PAIN: PN 77 3 10 7.41 .18 1.54

WF 69 1 9 3.25 .26 2.17

RESTING: PN 69 0.5 22 9.20 .55 4.54

in 24 hrs WF 75 0.5 24 7.45 .44 3.85

ACTIVE: PN 64 0 8 1.41 .25 2.04

in 24 hrs WF 70 0 15 1.23 .29 2.39

PRSLEEP:* PN 74 4 12 7.28 .15 1.27

Need bef. WF
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Descriptive Statistics

N. of Cases = 155

Variable GRP. N Min Max Mean St. St.

Err. Dev.

CURSLEEP:

Need now

ACTSLEEP

Get now

SLPLEVEL

Lgt/deep

SLPFEEL:

grggy/ref

AWKENG:

# wakeup

NUMDRM:

# dreams

PN

WF

PN

WF

PN

WF

PN

WF

PN

WF

PN

WF

73

73

73

76

76

77

76

77

73

74

69

68

0

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

0

0

0

0

24

10

9

9

10

10

10

10

20

6

4.5

4

8.95

7.47

4.89

6.86

4.36

6.30

4.01

6.82

4.01

1.51

.78

1.34

.50

.13

.19

.13

.24

.23

.22

1.17

.33

.14

.12

.13

4.25

1.13

1.62

1.12

2.07

2.01

1.92

10.27

2.78

1.21

1.02

1.03

Notg An * marks t

one of the groups.

collected on PN)

hose variables which were collected on only

(i.e. Amount of sleep, before injury, was
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Table E-3

Univariate F Statistics-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Chronic Pain pts. (PN) vs. Active Workforce (WF)

Variables F p-level

PAIN 167.93 .000

DRUGS 43.88 .000

ACTSLEEP 21.26 .000

OCCUP 14.57 .000

AGE 12.57 .001

CURSLEEP 12.42 .001

AWKENG 9.08 .003

RESTING 7.06 .009

EMPL 4.50 .036

EXERCISE 4.11 .045

JERKING 3.90 .050
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Table E-4

Summary of Stepwise Discriminant by Steps-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Step F to Deg. of p-

Enter Freed. level

PAIN 1 167.932 1,153 .000

DRUGS 2 43.882 1,152 .000

ACTSLEEP 3 21.261 1,151 .000

OCCUP 4 14.567 1,150 .000

CURSLEEP 5 12.422 1,149 .001

AGE 6 12.566 1,148 .001

AWKENG 7 9.082 1,147 .003

RESTING 8 7.060 1,146 .009

EMPL 9 4.496 1,145 .036

EXERCISE 10 4.107 1,144 .045

FUTURE 11 3.790 1,143 .053

STRESS 12 3.586 1,142 .060

JERKING 13 3.898 1,141 .050

WGTCH 14 2.400 1,140 .124

ROUTINE 15 1.390 1,139 .241

SLPWLKG 16 1.450 1,138 .231
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Summary of Stepwise Discriminant by Steps-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Step F to Deg. of p-

Enter Freed level

SLPSHIFT 17 2.241 1,137 .137

CURRINC 18 2.193 1,136 .141

MYOCLON 19 1.683 1,135 .197

DREAMS 20 1.361 1,134 .245

GENDER 21 1.134 1,135 .289
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Summary of Stepwise Discriminant by Steps-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Variables No. of Lambda Equivalent Deg. p-

Var. In F Free. level

PAIN 1 .477 167.932 1,153 .000

DRUGS 2 .370 129.440 2,152 .000

ACTSLEEP 3 .324 104.883 3,151 .000

OCCUP 4 .296 89.371 4,150 .000

CURSLEEP 5 .272 79.426 5,149 .000

AGE 6 .251 73.420 6,148 .000

AWKENG 7 .237 67.666 7,147 .000

RESTING 8 .226 62.531 8,146 .000

EMPL 9 .219 57.413 9,145 .000

EXERCISE 10 .213 53.190 10,144 .000

FUTURE 11 .208 49.636 11,143 .000

STRESS 12 .202 46.621 12,142 .000

JERKING 13 .196 44.213 13,141 .000

WGTCH 14 .193 41.634 14,140 .000

ROUTINE 15 .192 39.060 15,139 .000

SLPWLKG 16 .190 36.827 16,138 .000
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Summary of Stepwise Discriminant by Steps-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Variables No. of Lambda Equivalent Deg. p-

Var. In F Free. level

SLPSHIFT 17 .187 35.105 17,137 .000

CURRINC 18 .184 33.565 18,136 .000

MYOCLON 19 .181 32.046 19,135 .000

DREAMS 20 .180 30.594 20,134 .000

GENDER 21 .178 29.220 21,133 .000
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Table E-5

Variables Currently in the Model-FS

Df for all F-Tests: 1,133

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Wilks' Partial F to p-level

Lambda Lambda Remove

PAIN .218 .817 29.651 .000

DRUGS .197 .904 14.090 .000

ACTSLEEP .189 .940 8.455 .004

OCCUP .187 .953 6.533 .012

CURSLEEP .192 .929 10.172 .001

AGE .191 .935 9.293 .002

AWKENG .186 .960 5.516 .020

RESTING .193 .924 10.887 .001

EMPL .181 .982 2.482 .118

EXERCISE .182 .977 3.192 .076

FUTURE .181 .983 2.324 .130

STRESS .183 .974 3.607 .060

JERKING .183 .971 3.925 .050

WGTCH .181 .983 2.350 .128

ROUTINE .180 .992 1.033 .311
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Variables Currently in the Model-FS

Df for all F-Tests: 1,133

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Wilks' Partial F to p-level

Lambda Lambda Remove

SLPWLKG .185 .963 5.131 .025

SLPSHIFT .181 .986 1.830 .178

CURRINC .182 .978 3.014 .085

MYOCLON .181 .987 1.812 .181

DREAMS .180 .988 1.665 .199

GENDER .180 .991 1.134 .289
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Table E-6

Coefficients for Canonical Variables-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Root 1 Root 1

Raw Standardized

PAIN .2899- .5444

DRUGS -. 6106 -.3668

ACTSLEEP -. 2099 -.2883

OCCUP -. 1490 -.2844

CURSLEEP .1058 .3254

AGE .0315 .3199

AWKENG .1169 .2458

RESTING .0833 .3373

EMPL .2608 .1574

EXERCISE -.4679 -. 1872

FUTURE .3941 .1659

STRESS -.1012 -. 1957

JERKING -.5432 -. 2084

WGTCH -.3445 -. 1557

ROUTINE .2106 .1021

SLPWLKNG 2.1887 .2486

SLPSHIFT .2212 .1495
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Coefficients for Canonical Variables-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Variable Root 1 Root 1

Raw Standardized

CURRINC -.2714 -.1953

MYOCLON -.3774 -.1443

DREAMS .2983 .1379

GENDER -.2279 -.1124

Constant

Eigenvalue

Cumulative %

-3.4279

4.6161

100.00

4.6161

100.00
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Table E-7

Factor Structure Matrix

Correlations Variables - Canonical Roots

(Pooled-within-groups correlations) - FS

N. of Cases = 155

Variable

PAIN

DRUGS

ACTSLEEP

OCCUP

CURSLEEP

AGE

AWKENG

RESTING

EMPL

EXERCISE

FUTURE

STRESS

JERK ING

WGTCH

ROUTINE

SLPWLKG

SLPSHIFT

Root 1

.487748

-. 310317

-.322660

-. 335190

.107503

.147423

.264877

.093868

.095154

-.060445

.240030

.070649

-. 148148

-. 191426

.108889

.000343

.072767

I
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Factor Structure Matrix

Correlations Variables - Canonical Roots

(Pooled-within-groups correlations) - FS

N. of Cases = 155

Variable

CURRINC

MYOCLON

DREAMS

GENDER

Root 1

-.260407

-.290344

.101919

-. 095015

I
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Table E-8

Classification Matrix - FS

Actual Group No. of Cases Predicted group membership

I II

Group I 78 77 1

Pain (PN) 98.7% 1.3%

Group II 77 23 54

Workforce (WF) 29.9% 70.1%

Note: Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified=84.52%
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Table E-9

Classification of Cases-FS

N...of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

464648812 PAN PAN

417648887 PAN PAN

439605749 PAN PAN

450889564 PAN PAN

453449312 PAN PAN

464960121 PAN PAN

431388401 PAN PAN

455683715 PAN PAN

452594219 PAN PAN

464174088 PAN PAN

585428963 PAN PAN

023401864 PAN PAN

456561486 PAN PAN

453680579 PAN PAN

467782322 PAN PAN

463444575 PAN PAN

denotes a case misclassified.Note:. *"
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Classification of Cases-FS

N, of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

388386851 PAN PAN

458042933 PAN PAN

450505416 PAN PAN

460764433 PAN PAN

451236497 PAN PAN

461116546 PAN PAN

449024611 PAN PAN

453254741 PAN PAN

453628194 PAN PAN

457490248 PAN PAN

457764083 PAN PAN

515461613 PAN PAN

438646423 PAN PAN

454027139 PAN PAN

451506238 PAN PAN

458945702 PAN PAN

NL"te: " denotes a case misclassified.
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Classification of Cases-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

456846470 PAN PAN

459601521 PAN PAN

458040089 PAN PAN

521527565 PAN PAN

456813616 PAN PAN

379544230 PAN PAN

522987236 PAN PAN

441602951 PAN PAN

450860682 PAN PAN

563725812 PAN PAN

587106602 PAN PAN

435849818 PAN PAN

453029515 PAN PAN

463215847 PAN PAN

449524825 PAN PAN

456820802 PAN PAN

denotes a case misclassified.Note:. *"
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Classification of Cases-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

072369224 PAN PAN

450361219 PAN PAN

455136684 PAN PAN

460312568 PAN PAN

455746064 PAN PAN

458043166 PAN PAN

438724733 PAN PAN

111111111 PAN PAN

465113209 PAN PAN

454595758 PAN PAN

463154760 PAN PAN

453520971 PAN PAN

453749808 PAN PAN

449118303 PAN PAN

456274905 PAN PAN

447467398* PAN WORK

Note: "*" denotes a case misclassified.
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Classification of Cases-FS

N. of Cases = 155,

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

155342381 PAN PAN

442469476 PAN PAN

565742990 PAN PAN

560364000 PAN PAN

451708835 PAN PAN

333333333 PAN PAN

464286362 PAN PAN

465337046 PAN PAN

452336517 PAN PAN

449193530 PAN PAN

459784704 PAN PAN

457604517 PAN PAN

116507731 PAN PAN

019500652 PAN PAN

222222222 WORK WORK

666666666 WORK WORK

Note:. denotes a case misclassified.
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Classification of Cases-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

555555555* WORK PAN

453868593* WORK PAN

464986163 WORK WORK

444444444 WORK WORK

461048326* WORK PAN

888776666 WORK WORK

101010101* WORK PAN

463155959 WORK WORK

969696969 WORK WORK

888888888* WORK PAN

525825460 WORK WORK

999999999* WORK PAN

467987735* WORK PAN

456781234 WORK WORK

462967600 WORK WORK

449271556 WORK WORK

Notei: "*" denotes a case misclassified.
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Classification of Cases-FS

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

676767676 WORK WORK

511742901 WORK WORK

551935240 WORK WORK

777777777* WORK PAN

317381635* WORK PAN

303722644 WORK WORK

270664135 WORK WORK

503864194 WORK WORK

461259134 WORK WORK

466926165 WORK WORK

453710318 WORK WORK

391747727 WORK WORK

222334444 WORK WORK

458298871* WORK PAN

450578126* WORK PAN

454454653 WORK WORK

denotes a case misclassified.Note:. *"
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Table E-9--Continued

Classification of Cases-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

462575933 WORK WORK

463173583 WORK WORK

270645195* WORK PAN

451802312 WORK WORK

458983040 WORK WORK

463650968 WORK WORK

644189098 WORK WORK

242424242* WORK PAN

227708712 WORK WORK

465497020 WORK WORK

456396310* WORK PAN

219526098 WORK WORK

464152218 WORK WORK

444331111* WORK PAN

460452900 WORK WORK

460988330 WORK WORK

Note: ""*" denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-9--Continued

Classification of Cases-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

123456789* WORK PAN

542787534* WORK PAN

480888136 WORK WORK

696227911 WORK WORK

467822979 WORK WORK

121212121 WORK WORK

111223333 WORK WORK

444556666 WORK WORK

451451922 WORK WORK

464299286* WORK PAN

333333333 WORK WORK

464191477 WORK WORK

978430015 WORK WORK

456848538 WORK WORK

449287083* WORK PAN

450940543 WORK WORK

denotes a case misclassified.Note: *"
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Table E-9--Continued

Classification of Cases-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

315689669 WORK WORK

123121234 WORK WORK

410257100 WORK WORK

447740773 WORK WORK

123556666* WORK PAN

624091890 WORK WORK

987654321 WORK WORK

485943856* WORK PAN

263441644 WORK WORK

455803117 WORK WORK

432967101* WORK PAN

Note: "*" denotes a case misclassified.
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Appendix B--Continued

Table E-10

Canonical Scores-FS

,. _fCases = 155,

Case

464648812

417648887

439605749

450889564

453449312

464960121

431388401

455683715

452594219

464174088

585428963

023401864

456561486

453680579

467782322

463444575

Group

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

Root 1

Standardized

1.89946

2.01770

2.95755

1.60978

2.95796

1.71553

2.04943

2.51511

1.63738

1.25159

2.65311

1.42032

1.91233

0.98053

2.58044

0.66971

m
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Table E-10--Continued

Canonical Scores-FS

, f Caes = 155

Case Group Root 1

Standardized

388386851 PAN 1.77829

458042933 PAN 2.68855

450505416 PAN 3.16384

460764433 PAN 0.40004

451236497 PAN 2.03427

461116546 PAN 2.38916

449024611 PAN 1.14818

453254741 PAN 0.55689

453628194 PAN 3.06405

457490248 PAN 1.60771

457764083 PAN 2.59284

515461613 PAN 3.28082

438646423 PAN 1.41539

454027139 PAN 1.27656

451506238 PAN 0.73540

458945702 PAN 1.95233
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Table E-10--Continued

Canonical Scores-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Case Group

456846470

459601521

458040089

521527565

456813616

379544230

522987236

441602951

450860682

563725812

587106602

435849818

453029515

463215847

449524825

456820802

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

Root 1

Standardized

1.83558

0.51538

2.33662

0.80578

0.30189

1. 00772

1.91826

1. 67192

0.62694

2.01948

2.89054

1.54137

2 . 96100

1. 76598

1.31888

1.51917

m
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Table E-10--Continued

Canonical Scores-FS

N.. of, Cases--= 155

Case

072369224

450361219

455136684

460312568

455746064

458043166

438724733

111111111

465113209

454595758

463154760

453520971

453749808

449118303

456274905

447467398

Group

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

Root 1

Standardized

2.18262

1.59118

3.07884

0.66153

1. 97842

1.37810

0 . 68180

0.59711

0.93795

2.27429

0.49233

0.77844

2.59053

3.44910

1.63464

-0.31035
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Table E-10--Continued

Canonical Scores-ES

N. of Cases = 155

Case Group

155342381

442469476

565742990

560364000

451708835

333333333

464286362

465337046

452336517

449193530

459784704

457604517

116507731

01950065:2

222222222

666666666

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

0.58787

1.74847

2.83704

1.72904

1.93512

1.67313

3.87116

3.20220

-0.58154

2.99249

2.39944

2 . 87830

2.20489

0.23829

-3.37525

-2.00319
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Table E--10--Continued

Canonical Scores-FS

N, of Cases = 155

Case Group

555555555

453868593

464986163

444444444

461048326

8887766 6

10 10 10 10 1

463155959

969696969

888888888

525825460

999999999

467987735

456781234

462967600

4 4 9271556

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

-1.32217

-2.19468

-0. 64932

-1.83942

-2.11042

-1.79197

-2.83504

-1.30567

-2.33560

-1. 83183

-1. 38943

-0.77729

-1.15276

-1.41641

-0 . 93099

-2.36547

0
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Table E-10--Continued

Canonical Scores-FS

N, Qf Case,5 = 155

Case Group

676767676

511742901

551935240

777777777

317381635

303722644

270664135

503864194

461259134

466926165

453710318

391747727

222334444

458298871

450578126

454454653

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

-2.03621

-2.26456

-1.81795

-1.53162

-1.83922

-1 . 92327

-3.07976

-0 .71071

-2.93648

-1.17842

-0.99069

-1.70315

-2.27769

-1.09962

-1.08631

-2.34764

on
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Table E-10--Continued

Canonical Scores-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Case Group

462575933

463173583

270645195

45180231:2

458983040

463650968

644189098

242424242

227708712

465497020

456396310

219526098

464152218

444331111

460452900

460988330

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

-1.32623

-1.95799

-2.91490

-1.64623

-0 . 64384

-2.02100

-1.95733

-0.79568

-0.78317

-2.33983

-2.04905

-1.16807

-2.16795

-3.22923

-1.54008

-2.76233

Im
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Table E-10--Continued

Canonical Scores-FS

N. of Case, =.155

Case Group

123456789

542787534

480888136

696227911

467822979

121212121

111223333

444556666

4514 5192:2

4642992816

333333333

464191477

978430015

456848538

449287083

450940543

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

-2.22193

-1.88288

-2.35082

-1.21446

-0.95119

-1 . 68801

-2.03323

-2 . 89124

-0.51596

-1.84840

-1.74936

-0.58559

-2.28151

-1.88463

.08489

-2.53511

w
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Table E-10--Continued

Canonical Scores-FS

N. of Cases = 155

Case Group Root 1

Standardized

315689669

123121234

410257100

447740773

123556666

624091890

987654321

485943856

263441644

455803117

432967101

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

-3.06910

-2.82402

-1.40786

-2.04047

-0.85725

-2.03594

-2.04953

-0 . 64391

-2.36480

-2.50382

-1.56163
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Appendix E--Continued

Table E-11

Classification Functions-FS

. f Cases = 155

Variable PN Group WF Group

PAIN 2.634 1.397

DRUGS 17.725 4.332

ACTSLEEP 3.388 4.284

OCCUP -.300 .336

CURSLEEP 1.348 .896

AGE .313 .178

AWKENG 13742 1.243

RESTING 2.001 1.645

EMPL 1.385 .272

EXERCISE 8.573 10.570

FUTURE 16.076 14.394

STRESS 1.408 1.840

JERKING 4.698 7.016

WGTCH 8.286 9..757

ROUT INE 8.255 7.356

SLPWLKG 214.619 205.277

SLPSHIFT 14.591 13.647
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Table E-11--Continued

Classification Functions-FS

N, of Cases = 155

Variable PN Group WF Group

CURRINC -.900 .259

MYOCLON 3.560 5.171

DREAMS 14.953 13.679

GENDER 4.717 5.689

Constant -326.137 -311.578
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Appendix B--Continued

Table E-12

Univariate F Statistics-SS

Chronic Pain pts. (PN) vs. Active Workforce (WF)

Variables F p-level

PAIN

DRUGS

ACTSLEEP

CURRSLEEP

AWKENG

MYOCLON

STRESS

JERKING

167.93

43.88

21.26

13.74

8.07

6.39

5.25

4.56

.000

.000

.000

.000

.005

.012

.023

.034

N. -of Cases = 155



Appendix E--Continued

Table E-13

Summary ()f Steowise D iscriminant by Steps-SS

Variable Step F to Deg. of p-

Enter Freed. level

PAIN

DRUGS

ACTSLEEP

CURSLEEP

AWKENG

MYOCLON

JERKING

STRESS

EXERCISE

ROUTINE

WGTCH

NOSLEEP

EARLYINS

SLPWLKG

SLPSHIFT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

167.932

43.882

21.261

13.737

8.073

6.387

4.562

5.251

2.350

2.685

2.801

2.476

1.116

1.231

1.762

1, 153

1,152

1,151

1,150

1,149

1,148

1,147

1,146

1,145

1,144

1,143

1,142

1,141

1,140

1,139

.000

.000

.000

.000

.005

.013

.034

.023

.127

.103

.096

.118

.293

.269

.187

128
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Table E-13--Continued

Summary-of Stepwise Discriminant by Steps-SS

N, .of Caseas = 155

Variables No. of Lambda Equivalent Deg. p-

Var. In F Free. level

PAIN

DRUGS

ACTSLEEP

CURSLEEP

AWKENG

MYOCLON

JERKING

STRESS

EXERCISE

ROUTINE

WGTCH

NOSLEEP

EARLYINS

SLPWLKG

SLPSHIFT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

.477

.370

.324

.297

.282

.270

.262

.253

.249

.244

.240

.236

.234

.232

.229

167.932

129.440

104.883

88.731

75.947

66.641

59.147

53.907

48.622

44.537

41.249

38.408

35.568

33.170

31.244

1,153

2,152

3,151

4,150

5,149

6, 148

7,147

8,146

9,145

10,144

11,143

12,142

13, 141

14, 140

15,139

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000
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Appendix E--Continued

Table E-14

Variables Currently in the Model-SS

Df formal F-Tests: 1,133

N. of CaLes=155

Variable Wilks' Partial F to p-level

Lambda Lambda Remove

PAIN .319 .717 54.865 .000

DRUGS .267 .856 23.330 .000

ACTSLEEP .250 .915 12.869 .000

CURSLEEP .249 .920 12.047 .000

AWKENG .239 .958 6.114 .015

MYOCLON .242 .944 8.302 .004

JERKING .233 .982 2.615 .108

STRESS .235 .974 3.720 .056

EXERCISE .234 .977 3.328 .070

ROUTINE .234 .978 3.142 .078

WGTCH .235 .974 3.711 .056

NOSLEEP .232 .988 1.688 .196

EARLYINS .231 .991 1.273 .261

SLPWLKG .233 .983 2.360 .127

SLPSHIFT .232 .987 1.762 .187
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Appendix E--Continued

Table E-15

Coefficients for Canonical Variables-SS

Variable Root 1

Raw

PAIN

DRUGS

ACTSLEEP

CURSLEEP

AWKENG

MYOCLON

JERKING

STRESS

EXERCISE

ROUTINE

WGTCH

NOSLEEP

EARLY INS

SLP SHIFT T

SLPWLKG

Cons t ant

E igenvalue

Cumulative %

-. 3670

.7438

.2618

-. 1176

-. 1199

.7476

.4278

.1055

.4640

-. 3567

.4242

-.3989

.2658

- .2095

-1.4595

-3.4279

4 . 6161

100.00

Root I

Standardized

-. 6891

.4493

.3596

-.3554

-.2521

.2859

.1641

.2040

.1857

-.1728

.1918

-.1403

.1157

-.1415

-.1658

4. 6161

100.00

II. of Cases =15
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Appendix E--Continued

Table E-16

Factor Structure Matrix

CQrrelai-Lons Variables - Canonical Roots

(PQled-3within-roups correlations) - SS

Variable

PAIN

DRUGS

ACTSLEEP

CURSLEEP

AWKENG

MYOCLON

JERKING

STRESS

EXERCISE

ROUT INE

WGTCH

NOSLEEP

EARLY INS

S LPWLKG

SLPSHIFT

Root 1

-. 570550

.362997

.377436

-. 125754

-. 309845

.339635

.173298

-. 082643

.070706

-. 127374

.223923

.229460

.160150

-. 000401

-. 085120
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Appendix E--Continued

Table E-17

ClassifLiation Matrix - SS

Actual Group No. of Cases Predicted group membership

I II

Group I 78 75 3

Pain (PN) 96.2% 3.8%

Group II 77 13 64

Workforce (WF) 16.88% 83.12%

Note: Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified=89.64%
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Appendix B--Continued

Table E-18

Classifiaon of Cases-SS

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

464648812 PAN PAN

417648887 PAN PAN

439605749 PAN PAN

450889564 PAN PAN

453449312 PAN PAN

464960121 PAN PAN

431388401 PAN PAN

455683715 PAN PAN

452594219 PAN PAN

464174088 PAN PAN

585428963 PAN PAN

023401864 PAN PAN

456561486 PAN PAN

453680579 PAN PAN

467782322 PAN PAN

463444575 PAN PAN

denotes a case misclassified.Not-e:"*"
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Table E-18--Continued

Classification of Cases-SS

N. f Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

388386851 PAN PAN

458042933 PAN PAN

450505416 PAN PAN

460764433 PAN PAN

451236497 PAN PAN

461116546 PAN PAN

449024611 PAN PAN

453254741 PAN PAN

453628194 PAN PAN

457490248 PAN PAN

457764083 PAN PAN

515461613 PAN PAN

438646423 PAN PAN

454027139 PAN PAN

451506238 PAN PAN

458945702 PAN PAN

Note:" denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-18--Contiinued

Classifiation of Cases-SS

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

456846470 PAN PAN

459601521 PAN PAN

458040089 PAN PAN

521527565 PAN PAN

456813616* PAN WORK

379544230 PAN PAN

522987236 PAN PAN

441602951 PAN PAN

450860682 PAN PAN

563725812 PAN PAN

587106602 PAN PAN

435849818 PAN PAN

453029515 PAN PAN

463215847 PAN PAN

449524825 PAN PAN

456820802 PAN PAN

Note: "*" denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-18--Continued

Classification of Cases-SS

N..,-.of Ca,4!ss = 155,

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

072369224 PAN PAN

450361219 PAN PAN

455136684 PAN PAN

460312568* PAN WORK

455746064 PAN PAN

458043166 PAN PAN

438724733 PAN PAN

111111111 PAN PAN

465113209 PAN PAN

454595758 PAN PAN

463154760* PAN WORK

453520971 PAN PAN

453749808 PAN PAN

449118303 PAN PAN

456274905 PAN PAN

447467398 PAN PAN

N 4t-e: %"*"I denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-18--Continued

Classification of Cases-SS

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

155342381 PAN PAN

442469476 PAN PAN

565742990 PAN PAN

560364000 PAN PAN

451708835 PAN PAN

333333333 PAN PAN

464286362 PAN PAN

465337046 PAN PAN

452336517 PAN PAN

449193530 PAN PAN

459784704 PAN PAN

457604517 PAN PAN

116507731 PAN PAN

019500652 PAN PAN

222222222 WORK WORK

666666666 WORK WORK

Note: "*" denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-18--Continued

Classification of Cases-SS

N. of Caseas = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

555555555 WORK WORK

453868593* WORK PAN

464986163* WORK PAN

444444444 WORK WORK

461048326 WORK WORK

888776666 WORK WORK

101010101 WORK WORK

463155959 WORK WORK

969696969 WORK WORK

888888888* WORK PAN

525825460 WORK WORK

999999999* WORK PAN

467987735 WORK WORK

456781234 WORK WORK

462967600 WORK WORK

449271556 WORK WORK

N"te: " denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-18--Continued

Clasification of Cases-SS

N. of Cases = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

676767676 WORK WORK

511742901 WORK WORK

551935240 WORK WORK

777777777* WORK PAN

317381635* WORK PAN

303722644 WORK WORK

270664135 WORK WORK

503864194 WORK WORK

461259134 WORK WORK

466926165 WORK WORK

453710318 WORK WORK

391747727 WORK WORK

222334444 WORK WORK

458298871* WORK PAN

450578126 WORK WORK

454454653 WORK WORK

Note:"*" denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-18--Continued

Classification of Cases-SS

N. of, aCass=. 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

462575933 WORK WORK

463173583 WORK WORK

270645195 WORK WORK

451802312 WORK WORK

458983040 WORK WORK

463650968 WORK WORK

644189098 WORK WORK

242424242 * WORK PAN

227708712 WORK WORK

465497020 WORK WORK

456396310* WORK PAN

219526098* WORK PAN

464152218 WORK WORK

444331111* WORK PAN

460452900 WORK WORK

460988330 WORK WORK

Note:p "*" denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-18--Continued

Classification of Cases-SS

N. of Casez = 155

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

123456789 WORK WORK

542787534 WORK WORK

480888136 WORK WORK

696227911 WORK WORK

467822979 WORK WORK

121212121 WORK WORK

111223333 WORK WORK

444556666 WORK WORK

451451922 WORK WORK

464299286 WORK WORK

333333333 WORK WORK

464191477 WORK WORK

978430015 WORK WORK

456848538 WORK WORK

449287083* WORK PAN

450940543 WORK WORK

N"te: " denotes a case misclassified.
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Table E-18--Continued

Cassification of Cases-SS

Observed Group

Case Classification Assigment

315689669 WORK WORK

123121234 WORK WORK

410257100 WORK WORK

447740773 WORK WORK

123556666 WORK WORK

624091890 WORK WORK

987654321 WORK WORK

485943856* WORK PAN

263441644 WORK WORK

455803117 WORK WORK

432967101 WORK WORK

Note: "*" denotes a case misclassified.

Q. f Cases = 15:j
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Appendix E--Continued

Table E-19

Canonical Scores-SS

N. of Cases = 155

Case

464648812

417648887

439605749

450889564

453449312

464960121

431388401

455683715

452594219

464174088

585428963

023401864

456561486

453680579

467782322

463444575

Group

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

Root 1

Standardized

-1.24742

-1.65597

-1.87933

-0.92740

-2.16502

-1 . 92839

-1.62563

-1.71524

-1.24125

0.01874

-2.73526

-0.32616

-1.56849

-1.27813

-2.47495

-0 . 21318

0
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Table E-19--Continued

Canonical Scores-SS

N, -f-Q s e s =1 55

Case Group Root 1

Standardized

388386851

458042933

450505416

460764433

451236497

461116546

449024611

453254741

453628194

457490248

457764083

515461613

438646423

454027139

451506238

458945702

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

-2.50866

-2.10743

-1.84781

0.09105

-2.34054

-2 .11739

-1.35975

-1.54041

-3.18113

-2.24652

-2.46678

-2.80946

-1.31447

-0.22205

-0.80599

-1.10153
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Table E-19--Continued

Canonical Scores-SS

N. o- Caes = 155

Case

456846470

459601521

458040089

521527565

456813616

379544230

522987236

441602951

450860682

56372581.2

587106602

435849818

453029515

463215847

449524825

456820802

Group

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

Root 1

Standardized

-1.88746

-0.85770

-2 . 66954

-0 . 40487

0.26569

-0 . 98738

-1.43689

-1.56113

-0.01821

-0.47937

-2.21342

-1.23672

-3.45199

-1.05086

-0.81822

-1.06377

i I .I
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Table E-19--Continued

Canonical Scores-SS

N f Cases = 155

Case Group

072369224

450361219

455136684

460312568

455746064

458043166

438724733

111111111

46511320.9

454595758

463154760

453520971

453749808

449118303

456274905

447467398

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

Root 1

Standardized

-1.80235

-1.20950

-2.53684

0.31484

-1. 81678

-1.35823

-0.30652

-1. 40320

-0 . 93858

-2.26012

0.51327

-0.91180

-2.04704

-3 . 18693

-1.93426

-0.22951
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Table E-19--Contiinued

Canonica]L Scores-SS

N, -of Caes = 155

Case Group

155342381

4424694716

565742990

560364000

451708835

333333333

464286362

465337046

452336517

449193530

459784704

457604517

116507731

019500652

222222222

666666666

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

PAN

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

-0.24277

-1.15215

-1 . 92313

-1.57121

-1.32084

-1.32693

-2.33656

-2.63483

-0.42743

-2.67463

-1.68831

-1.82341

-1.35566

-0.78014

1.89787

1.72358
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Table E-19--Continued

Canonical Scores-SS

N. of Cases = 155

Case

555555555

453868593

464986163

444444444

461048326

888776666

101010101

463155959

969696969

888888888

525825460

999999999

467987735

456781234

462967600

449271556

Group

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

0.86215

1.34249

0.10549

0.97300

1.62881

1.80410

3.33267

1.46148

1.64036

0.73120

1.34367

0.96421

1.13029

2.00809

0.31193

1.68933
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Table E-19--Continued

Canonical Scores-SS

N. of Cases = 155

Case Group

676767676

511742901

551935240

777777777

317381635

303722644

270664135

503864194

461259134

466926165

453710318

391747727

222334444

458298871

450578126

454454653

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

1.70582

2.16129

1.17755

1.21168

1.49574

2.45227

2.39779

0.26422

2.59678

0.74092

0.67680

1.58235

1.89504

0.71087

0.92886

1. 30523
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Table E-19--Continued

Canonical Scores-SS

N., QfCases = 155

Case

46257593:3

463173583

270645195

451802312

458983040

463650968

644189098

242424242

227708712

465497020

456396310

219526098

464152218

444331111

460452900

460988330

Group

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

1.10421

1.89468

2.28354

0.48724

0.46451

1.18417

1.44916

0.73389

0.41181

2.16567

2.20348

1.28564

1.99106

2 . 10987

0.47814

2.20928

wmxmmlmmm - - --- Mmmwxm
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Table E-19--Continued

Canonical Scores-SS

N. of Cases = 155

Case

123456789

542787534

480888136

696227911

467822979

121212121

111223333

444556666

451451922

464299286

333333333

464191477

978430015

456848538

449287083

450940543

Group

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

2.81634

2.20361

1.58037

0.60057

1.17701

2.01431

1.84841

1.68719

0.10260

1.35870

1.92936

0.85939

1.66545

2.41987

-0.39721

2.05821
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Table E-19--Continued

Canonical Scores-SS

N. of Cases = 155

Case

315689669

123121234

410257100

447740773

123556666

624091890

987654321

485943856

263441644

455803117

432967101

Group

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

WORK

Root 1

Standardized

2.09868

1 .72884

1.05910

0.79444

1.17478

1.32739

2.27929

1.02482

2.50988

2.46135

1.99129
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Appendix E--Continued

Table E-20

Classification Functions-SS

N. of Cases = 155

Variable PN Group WF Group

PAIN

DRUGS

ACTSLEEP

CURSLEEP

AWKENG

MYOCLON

JERKING

STRESS

EXERCISE

ROUTINE

WGTCH

NOSLEEP

EARLYINS

SLPWLKG

SLPSHIFT

Constant

2.831

-1.435

2.656

1.785

2.184

-0.418

11.145

2.487

6.692

8.196

8.398

14.554

10.804

188.381

13.087

-281.386

1.492

1.279

3.612

1.356

1.746

2.310

12.706

2.872

8.385

6.894

9.946

13.098

11.774

183.054

12.323

-280.457

am
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